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TOWN ELECTION AND MEETING 1992
March 10th and March 14th
Meeting called to order at 10; 04 AM by
Moderator David Richards . Members of Girl
Scout troops presented the flags and led the
Pledge of Allegiance. Rev. Lovejoy-Carter led
the meeting in prayer.
Results of the March 10th election were read:
Arts : 1 & 2
:
A. Reorganize the existing Greenland
Zoning Ordinance to make it easier
to read and understand.
Yes - 376 No - 28
B. Amend Art. IV, Sect. 8-a (Res. to
require newly created lots to have
at least 45,000 sq. ft. of contigu-
ous non-wetland soil.
Yes - 275 No - 121
C. Amend Art. V, Sect. 1-J (Comm.) to
change warehousing from a use re-
quiring a variance to a use re-
quiring a special exception.
Yes - 245 No - 120
D. Revise boundaries of Town's Aquifer
Protection District to reference
the aquifer delineation study of US
Geological Survey.
Yes - 283 No - 91
E. Add a prohibition on underground
injection wells to Article XXII.
Yes - 252 No - 94
F. Amend Art. XX, Item a (Driveways)
- 5 -
to delete the option of applying to
the Road Inspector for a driveway
permit.
Yes - 279 No - 106
G. Amend Art. XXII, Item A so that
Occupancy/Use Permit is required
before occupying any structure
within the Residential Use
District.
Yes - 265 No - 118
TOWN OFFICERS
Selectman - Clifton H. Stickney - 3 years
Treasurer - William T. Martin - 1 year
Moderator - David L. Richards - 2 years
Super. Checklist - Frances Thompson - 6 yrs
.
Library Trustee - Patricia Wolfe - 3 years
Trustee of Trust Funds - William D. Covey -
3 years
Budget Committee member - Harry R. Dowling -
3 years
" " " - Maurice Mayo -
3 years
- Ruth H. Murphy -
3 years
Planning Board member - Louis Neron - 3 yrs.
- Paul Sanderson -
3 years
School Board member - Frances Jane Gouzoules
3 years
Town and School Officials present were sworn
in by Moderator Richards
.
Art. 3 - Motion by C. Stickney, seconded by
R. Weeks, that the Town raise and
appropriate the estimated sum of
$39,266.00 in payment of salaries
and commissions.
(Recommended by Budget Committee)
- 6 -
Motion passed - Voice vote
Art. 4 - Motion by C. Stickney, seconded by
A. Fay, that the Town raise and
appropriate the estimated sum of
$963,573.00 to defray Town charges
for the ensuing year.
(Recommended by Budget Committee)
Motion passed - Voice vote
Art. 5 - Motion by L. Preston, seconded by
D. Brown, that the Town authorize
the Board of Selectmen to borrow
money on short term notes in anti-
cipation of taxes.
Motion passed - Voice vote
Art. 6 - Motion by C. Scherer, seconded by
R. Murphy, that the Town vote to
raise and appropriate $200.00 for
Seacoast Task Force on Family
Violence - A Safe Place.
(Recommended by Budget Committee)
Motion passed - Voice vote
Art. 7 - Motion by A. Fay, seconded by W.
Adams, that Selectmen grant a dis-
count on property taxes of 3% if
paid within 14 days of postmark and
1% if paid within 30 days of post-
mark.
Motion passed - Voice vote
Art. 8 - Motion by D. Brown, seconded by R.
Weeks, that the Town raise and
appropriate a sum not to exceed
$7,000.00 for preservation of Town
records : Bookbinding and/or Micro-
filming.
(Recommended by Budget Committee)
Motion passed - Voice vote
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Art. 9 - Motion by A. Fay, seconded by D.
Brown, that Selectmen be authorized
to transfer tax liens and convey
property acquired by the Town
through Tax Collector's Deed by ad-
vertising sealed bids, or in such
manner as is just and appropriate.
Motion passed - Voice vote
Art. 10 - Motion by T. Collins, seconded by
T. Maher, that the Town raise and
appropriate a sum not to exceed
$500.00 for NH SPCA.
(Recommended by Budget Committee)
Motion passed - Voice vote
Art. 11 - Motion by C. Scherer, seconded by
G. MacKenzie that Selectmen, Road
Agent, and Planning Board Chairman
be authorized to accept as Town
roads, any road completed during
year and deeded to Town, approved
by Selectmen, Road Agent and Plann-
ing Board Chairman, and recorded
with Town Clerk.
Motion passed - Voice vote
Art. 12 - Motion by JM. Teixeira, seconded by
T. Maher, that Board of Selectmen
grant an extension/expansion of
present easement to Granite State
Gas. Trans, Inc. for replacing the
existing natural gas transmission
pipeline. Easement on Tax Map U2-3.
Motion passed - Voice vote
Art. 13 - Motion by R. Krasko, seconded by J.
Soltis, that the Town raise and
appropriate a sum not to exceed
$2,000.00 to repaint and repair the
basketball and tennis courts at
Caswell Field.
- 8 -
(Not recommended by Budget Comm.
)
Motion passed - Voice vote
Art. 14 - Motion by D. Brackett, seconded by
M. Mayo that Selectmen be authoriz-
ed to accept and expend money from
State, Federal or private source
which shall become available during
year as per RSA 31:95-b.
Motion passed - Voice vote
Art. 15 - Motion by T. Collins, seconded by
P. Wolfe that the Town raise and
appropriate a sum not to exceed
$4,500.00 for purchase and install-
ation of an air conditioning system
for Weeks Public Library.
(Not recommended by Budget Comm.
)
Motion passed - Voice vote
Art. 16 - Motion by M. Mayo, seconded by D.
Brown that the Town authorize
Trustees of Weeks Public Library to
apply for, accept and expend, with-
out further action of Town Meeting,
money from State, Federal or other
sources which becomes available
during year, in accordance with
RSA 202-A:4-C.
Motion passed - voice vote
Art. 17 - Motion by D. Bellantone, seconded by
F. Graf to raise and appropriate a
sum not to exceed $9,500.00 to im-
plement a recycling operation from
May 1992 through April 1993 with
authority to encumber balance of un-
expended 1992 funds through April
1993.
(Not recommended by Budget Comm.
Yes - 69 No - 18 (show of hands)
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Art. 18 - Motion by R. Rugg, seconded by R.
Sargent that Town extend its commit-
ment as member of Lamprey Regional
Solid Waste Cooperative from June
1993 to end of business day June
30th, 1996.
Motion passed - Voice vote
Art. 19 - To take any other action that may
legally come before the meeting. F.
Graf claimed Town Report incomplete
because no report of Airport Advi-
sory Comm. Reason explained by C.
Stickney. Motion by H. Lyndes not
accepted as no motion can come be-
fore assembly unless article is
'warned' in warrant.
C. Stickney suggested presentation of
specific Warrant Article in next year's
Warrant.
Motion by J. Brackett, seconded by D. Brown
to adjourn meeting.





TOWN OFFICERS ^SALARIES 1993
Selectmen, Chairman $3,000
Selectmen, 2 @ $2,500 5,000
Selectmen's Clerk Sec. 10,400
Town Clerk 10,000
Town Clerk Commissions 3,000
Tax Collector 6,000
Supervisors 800
Sec/Treasurer Trust Funds 300
Dep. Town Clerk/Tax Collector 8,611
Health Officer 500
Town Treasurer 1, 000
$48,611
ACTUAL EXPENDITURES FOR
TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES 1992
Selectmen, Chairman $3,000
Selectmen, 2 @ $2,500 5,000
Selectmen's Clerk Sec. 3,493
Town Clerk 7,788
Town Clerk, Commissions 5,205
Tax Collector 5,400
Supervisors 1,280
Sec/Treasurer Trust Funds 300
Dep Town Clerk/Tax Collector 6,858
Health Oofficer 500




SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
Town of Greenland in Rockingham County
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information in
this report was taken from official records
and is correct to the best of our knowledge
and belief. RSA 21-J:34.
/s/ Richard H. Rugg ) Selectmen of
/s/ Clifton H. Stickney ) Greenland









Value of Buildings Only
Residential
Manuf . housing as defined
in RSA 674:31
Commercial/ Industrial
Total of tax. buildings
Public Utilities - Gas
- Electric
Valuation before exemptions
Blind Exemp. Number 1 $15,000
Elderly Exemp. Number 19
$920,000
Total $ Amt. of Exemptions
Net valuation on which the tax
rate is computed
Utility Summary
Public Service Co. of NH
Northern Utilities














Canal Electric Co. 6,200
Connecticut Light/Power 3,700
EAU Power Corp. 10,400
Hudson Light/Power Co. 100
Mass Municipal 24,800
Montaup Electric Co. 5,000
New England Power Co. 8,500
NH Electric Corp. 3,500
Public Service Co. of NH 14,700
Taunton Munic Light 200
United Illuminating Co. 16,000





Exerap. 192 6 at $20,000
6 at 40,000
7 at 80,000
Number of Individuals granted an









Total # of acres exempt, under
current use 3,560.83




TAXES ASSESSED FOR THE YEAR 1992
of the
TOWN OF GREENLAND, NH
Rockingham County
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information
contained in this report was taken from
official records and is correct to the best
of our knowledge and belief. RSA 21-J:34.
Date: March 18, 1992
/s/ Richard H. Rugg ) Selectmen
/s/ Clifton H. Stickney ) of






































Solid Waste Collection 34,630
Solid Waste Disposal 125,710
Pest Control 4,280
Health Agencies & Hospitals 14,340
Health Administration 550
Other Health Programs 23,570
Direct Assistance 18,000
Other programs 8,500
Parks & Recreation 29,150
Library 57,338
Patriotic Purposes 2,925
Conservation Adv. & Misc. 500
Interest on TAN 10,000
Warrant Articles
Bookbinding - Art. #8
Tennis/Basketball Courts - Art. #13
Library A/C - Art. #15
A Safe Place - Art. #6
Recycling - Art. #17
NH SPCA - Art. #10




Interest and Penalties on taxes 13,500













Intergovernmental Revenues - State
Shared Revenues 27,000
Highway Block Grant 27,068
Payment in lieu of Taxes 350
Licenses and Permits
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 260,000
Dog Licenses 1,500
Bus. Licenses, Permits & Filing 1,605
Charges for Services
Income from Departments 4,700
Miscellaneous Revenues
Interest on Deposits 20,000
Sale of Town Property 1,000
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS $366,823
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1992
Description Value
Town Hall, Land & Buildings $1,135,000
Furniture and Eguipment 39,500
Libraries, Land & Buildings 188,000
Furniture and Eguipment 20,000
Police Department, Land & Bldgs. 60,000
Eguipment 11,600
Fire Dept., Land & Bid. see town hall
Eguipment 510,000
Highway Dept., Land & Buildings 95,000
Eguipment 32,500
Parks, Commons & Playgrounds 229,700
Schools, Land & Bldg. , Eguipment 3,596,700
Veterans Building 120,000
Town Dump, Building & Eguipment 150,000
Cemeteries 305,000
All other Property & Eguipment 324,300
Total $6,817,300
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ANNUAL CITY/TOWN FINANCIAL REPORT
RSA Chapter 21-
J




Land use change taxes 42,260
Yield taxes 245
Other taxes 237,631
Interest & Penalties 60,919
TOTAL 3,477,013
Revenues for education purposes
Business licenses and permits 6,211
Motor vehicle permit fees 248,263
Other licenses, permits, & fees 4,411
TOTAL 258,885
Federal grants and reimbursements 28,203
Revenue from State of New Hampshire
Shared revenue block grant 58,359
Highway block grant 28,813
Other - roads tolls. Resource
Forest Fire, Court (RR Revenue
Dist.)/ FEMA State share 7,785
TOTAL 94,957
Revenue from charges for services
Income from departments 669
Other charges 7,220
TOTAL 7,889
Revenue from misc. sources
Sale of municipal property 2,166
Interest on investments 10,610
Rents of property 1,460
Fines and forfeits 715
Ins. dividends & reimbursements 4,446
- 17
other misc. sources 9,268
TOTAL 28,6 65








Planning & zoning 8,226
General government building 26,597
Cemeteries 13,788
Ins. not otherwise allocated 53,055
Adv. & regional association 3,232














Solid waste collection 34,176



















Int. on tax anticipation notes 32,542
Capital outlay
Improvements other than buildings 19,548
Payments to other governments
Taxes paid to county 212,844
Taxes paid to school district 2,640,035
Pmts. to other governments 1,235
TOTAL 2,854,114
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 3,933,657




Total per 1000 evaluation $14.69
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We have audited the combined financial statements of the Town of
Greenland, New Hampshire, and its combining and individual fund
financial statements as of and for the year ended December 31, 1991. In
planning and performing our audit, we considered its internal control
structure in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose
of expressing our opinion on the financial statements, and not to
provide assurance on the internal control structure. However, we did
not note any matters involving the internal control structure and its
operation that we consider to be reportable conditions under standards
established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
Reportable conditions involve matters coming to our attention relating
to significant deficiencies in the design or operation of the internal
control system that, in our judgment, could adversely affect the Town's
ability to record, process, summarize, and report financial data
consistent with the assertions of management in the financial
statements.
A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the design
or operation of one or more of the internal control structure elements
does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors or
irregularities in amounts that would be material in relation to the
financial statements being audited may occur and not be detected within
a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their
assigned functions.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not
necessarily disclose all matters in the internal control structure that
might be reportable conditions and, accordingly, would not disclose all
reportable conditions that are also considered to be material weaknesses
as defined above.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of the
Board of Selectmen, Officers, and management. This restriction is not
intended to limit the distribution of this report which, upon








REPORT ON EXAMINATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1991
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I have audited the accompanying combined financial statements of
the Town of Greenland as of and for the year ended December 31,
1991, as listed in the table of contents. These financial
statements are the responsibility of the Town's management. My
responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial
statements based on my audit.
I. conducted my audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that I plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit
includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the
amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall financial statement presentation. I believe that my
audit provides a reasonable basis for my opinion.
The Town has nbt maintained a record of its general fixed assets
and accordingly a statement of general fixed assets, required by
generally accepted accounting principles, is not presented in the
financial report.
As discussed in Note 5, audit procedures have identified that the
town is in a significant deficit position. This event, when
considered in the aggregate, and in assessing the town's ability
to continue to meet its obligations and function as a going
concern, was not deemed to be a facLor that would impair its
ability to discharge its obligations due to the town's ability to
raise funds via taxation.
- 23 -
In my opinion, the combined financial statements referred to above
present fairly the financial position of the Town of Greenland at
December 31, 1991, and the results of its operations and the
changes in financial position of its proprietary fund types and
similar Trust Funds for the year then ended, in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles. Also, in my opinion,
the combining and individual fund financial statements referred to
above present fairly the financial position of the individual
funds of the Town of Greenland at December 31, 1991, their results
of operations, and the changes in financial position of individual
proprietary funds for the year then ended, in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles.
May 29, 1992
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TOWN OF GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN
FUND BALANCES - ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES AND EXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS























































11 ,072 306,101 376,085
























8 144 J_,428,568 3,391,152
2,928 (20,504)
Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
and Other Sources over




OTHER FINANCIAL SOURCES (USES)
Operating transfers-in -0- 55,456 -0- 55.456 52,668
Operating transfers-out
.
(53,372) -0- (2,084) (55,456) (52.668)
TOTAL OTHER FINANCING
SOURCES (USES) (53,372) 55,456 (2,084) -0- -0-
(17,238) (4,110) 844 (20,504) 44,747
(200,281) 10,240 26,733 (163,308) (208,055)
$ (217.519) $ 6,130 527,577 $ (183,812) $ (163,30fi)
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TOWN OF GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN
FUND BALANCES - ALL PROPRIETARY FUND TYPES & SIMILAR TRUST FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31 , 1991
TOTAL REVENUES
EXPENDITURES






New trusts $ ^00
Capital gain distributions 2 ,162
FUND BALANCE BEGINNING 106,^12




SEE ACCOMPANYING NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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TOWN OF GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMBINED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
ALL PROPRIETARY FUND TYPES & SIMILAR TRUST FUNDS





CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITY
Operating income
NET CASH PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITY
$ 2,562
2,562
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITY
Purchase of securities
NET CASH PROVIDED BY INVESTING ACTIVITY








SEE ACCOMPANYING NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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TOWN OF GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 1991
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Fund Accounting
The diverse nature of governmental operations and the necessity of
determining compliance with legal provisions requires modification of
accounting systems commonly used by commercial enterprises. Rather than
establishing a single unified set of accounts to record and summarize all
financial transactions, the accounts of the Town are organized on the
basis of funds, each of which is considered a separate entity with
self-balancing accounts that comprise its assets, liabilities, fund
balance, revenues, and expenditures, including obligations and transfers.
Government resources are allocated to and accounted for in individual
funds based upon the purposes for which they are to be spent and the means
by which spending activities are controlled. The various funds are
grouped, in the financial statements in this report, as follows:
Governmental Funds
General Fund - The General Fund is the general operating fund of the
Town. It is used to account for all financial resources except those
required to be accounted for in another fund.
Special Revenue Funds - Special Revenue Funds are used to account for
the proceeds of specific revenue sources (other than special assessments,
expendable trusts, or major capital projects) that are legally restricted
to expenditures for specified purposes.
Fiduciary Funds
Trust & Agency Funds - Trust & Agency Funds are used to account for
assets held by the Town in a trustee capacity or as an agent for other
governmental units. These include Expendable Trusts, Non-expendable
Trusts, and Agency Funds. Non-expendable Trusts are accounted for in
essentially the same manner as proprietary funds, while Expendable Trusts
are accounted for similar to governmental funds. Agency Funds are
custodial in nature (assets equal liabilities) and do not involve
measurement of results of operations-
Basis of Accounting
Basis of accounting refers to when revenues and expenditures or
expenses are recognized in the accounts and reported in the financial
statements. Basis of accounting relates to the timing of the measurements
made, regardless of the measurement focus applied.
- 7 -
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TOWN OF GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (Cont'd)
DECEMBER 31, 1991
Basis of Accounting (Cont'd)
All governmental funds and Expendable Trust Funds are accounted for
using the modified accrual basis of accounting. Their revenues are
recognized when they become measurable and available as net current
assets. Taxpayer-assessed income, gross receipts, and sales taxes are
considered "measurable" when in the hands of intermediary collecting
governments and are recognized as revenue at that time. Anticipated
refunds of such taxes are recorded as liabilities and reductions of
revenue when they are measurable and their validity seems certain.
Property tax revenue is measured in the year levied.
Expenditures are generally recognized under the modified accrual
basis of accounting when the related fund liability is incurred.
Exceptions to this general rule include: (1) accumulated unpaid vacation,
sick pay, and other employee amounts which are not accrued; and (2)
principal and interest on general long-term debt which is recognized v;hen
due.
All proprietary funds and Non-expendable Trust and Pension Trust
Funds are accounted for using the accrual basis of accounting. Their
revenues are recognized when they are earned and their expenses are
recognized when they are incurred.
Fixed Assets
The Town does not maintain a record of its general fixed assets and
accordingly a statement of general fixed assets required by generally
accepted accounting principles is not presented in the financial
statements.
TOTAL COLUMNS ON COMBINED STATEMENTS - OVERVIEW
Total columns on the Combined Statements - Overview are captioned
"Memorandum Only" to indicate that they are presented only to facilitate
financial analysis. Data in these columns do not present financial
position, results of operations or changes in financial position in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. Neither is such
data comparable to a consolidation. Interfund eliminations have not been
made in the aggregation of this data.
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TOWN OF GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (Cont'd)
DECEMBER 31 , 1991
3. RESERVED FUND BALANCE
Fund balance reservations have been made to designate that portion of
the fund balance which is not available currently for the following items:
Coakley landfill taxes $ 22,094
Elderly lien 10,047
Tax deeded properties 2,940
Public Service settlement 80,000
$115,081
The Coakley landfill reservation is for the unpaid real estate taxes
from 1988-1991. The property has not been tax deeded to the Town because
of potential liability for the environmental impairment of the real estate
involved
.
Elderly lien and tax deeded property reservations have been made to
offset those items which are not currently available for appropriation.
The Public Service settlement reservation is for the Court ordered
settlement of property tax disputes through 1986 with the Public Service
Company of New Hampshire. The amounts are to be paid in two installments




As noted in 1989 and 1990, the Town is in a deficit position. The
deficit of 1989, which amounted to $240,000, had been reduced during 1990
to $200,000, but has increased to $332,600 in 1991 due to the necessity of
setting aside the reservations of amounts not available currently as
discussed in Note 3 above.
5. CASH AND INVESTMENTS
RSA 48:16 requires that all funds belonging to the Town shall be
deposited in solvent banks within the state, except funds may be deposited
in banks outside the state if such banks pledge and deliver collateral to
the state treasurer of equal value as the funds deposited. There is no
requirement of an in-state bank to collateralize deposits in excess of
FDIC insurance.
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TOWN OF GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (Continued)
DECEMBER 31, 1991
CASH AND INVESTMENTS (Continued)
The Town's cash deposits and investments at December 31, 1991, are
categorized by maturity date and by the level of risk assumed by the Town.
The risk categories are defined as follows:
(1) Insured or collateralized with securities held by the
Town or its agent in the Town's name;
(2) Collateralized with securities held by the pledging
financial institution's trust department or agent in the
Town's name;
(3) Uncol lateralized or uninsured for which securities are
held by the financial institution's trust department or
agent but not in the Town's name.




Demand deposits $147,852 -0- $366,456 $514,308
Securities -0- 95,137 95,137
$147,852 -0- $461,593 $609,445
6. EMPLOYEE BENEFITS AND COMPENSATED ABSENCES
Police Department employees are eligible to participate in the State






04 COURT STREET - PORTSMOUTH. NEW HAMPSHIRE 03801
603 436-8110





I have audited the general purpose financial statements of the Town
of Greenland for the year ended December 31, 1991, and have issued my
report thereon dated May 29, 1992. These general purpose financial
statements are the responsibility of the Town's management. My
responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purpose
financial statements based on my audit.
I conducted my audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards and Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States, and the provisions of Office of Management
and Budget Circular A-102. Those standards require that I plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
general purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement.
An audit in accordance with these standards includes examining, on a
test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
general purpose financial statements. An audit also includes assessing
the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. I believe that my audit provides a reasonable basis for
my opinion.
My audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the
general purpose financial statements of the Town of Greenland taken as a
whole. The accompanying schedule of federal financial assistance is
presented for purposes of additional analysis and is not a required part
of the general purpose financial statements. The information in that
schedule has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the
audit of the general purpose financial statements and, in my opinion, is
fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the general






























64 COURT STREET - PORTSMOUTH. NEW HAMPSHIRE 03601
603 436-8110
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON COMPLIANCE WITH
LAWS AND REGULATIONS BASED ON AN AUDIT OF
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS PERFORMED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS ISSUED BY THE GAO
To the Board of Selectmen
Town of Greenland
Greenland, NH 03840
I have audited the financial statements of the Town of Greenland
as of and for the year ended December 31, 1991, and have issued my
report thereon dated May 29, 1992.
I conducted my audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards and Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States, and the provisions of Office of Management
and Budget Circular A-102. Those standards require that I plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements are free of material misstatement.
Compliance with laws, regulations, contracts, and grants applicable
to the Town of Greenland is the responsibility of the Town's management.
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free of material misstatement, I performed tests of the
Town's compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations,
contracts, and grants, noncompliance with which could have a material
effect on the financial statements.
The results of my tests indicate that, with respect to the items
tested, the Town of Greenland complied, in all material respects, with
the provisions of laws and regulations, noncompliance with which could
have a material effect on the financial statements. With respect to
items not tested, nothing cami? to my attention that caused me to believe









64 COURT STREET - PORTSMOUTH. NEW HAMPSHIRE 00601
603 406-8110
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROLS
(ACCOUNTING AND ADMINISTRATIVE)— BASED ON A STUDY
AND EVALUATION MADE AS A PART OF AN AUDIT OF THE
GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND THE
ADDITIONAL TESTS REQUIRED BY THE SINGLE AUDIT ACT
To the Board of Selectmen
Town of Greenland
Greenland, NH 03840
I have audited the general purpose financial statements of the Town of
Greenland for the year ended December 31, 1991, and have issued my report
thereon dated May 29, 1992. As part of my audit, I made a study and
evaluation of the internal control systems, including applicable internal
administrative controls used in administering federal financial assistance
programs, to the extent I considered necessary to evaluate the systems as
required by generally accepted auditing standards. Government Auditing
Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States, the Single
Audit Act of 1984, and the provisions of 0MB Circular A-102, "Grants and
Cooperative Agreements with State and Local Governments." For the purpose of
this report, I have classified the significant internal accounting and
administrative controls used in administering federal financial assistance




Payables and accrued liabilities
Billing











The management of the Town of Greenland is responsible for establishing
and maintaining internal control systems used in administering federal
financial assistance programs. In fulfilling that responsibility, estimates
and judgments by management are required to assess the expected benefits and
related costs of control procedures. The objectives of internal control
systems used in administering federal financial assistance programs are to
provide management with reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that, with
respect to federal financial assistance programs, resource use is consistent
with laws, regulations, and policies; resources are safeguarded against waste,
loss, and misuse; and reliable data are obtained, maintained, and fairly
disclosed in reports.
Because of inherent limitations in any system of internal accounting and
administrative controls used in administering federal financial assistance
programs, errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur and not be detected.
Also, projection of any evaluation of the systems to future periods is subject
to the risk that procedures may become inadequate because of changes in
conditions or that the degree of compliance with the procedures may
deteriorate.
With respect to the internal control systems used solely in administering
the nonmajor federal financial assistance programs of the Town of Greenland,
my study and evaluation was limited to a preliminary review of the systems to
obtain an understanding of the control environment and the flow of
transactions through the accounting system. My study and evaluation of the
internal control systems used solely in administering the nonmajor federal
financial assistance programs of the Town of Greenland did not extend beyond
this preliminary review phase.
My study and evaluation was more limited than would be necessary to
express an opinion on the internal control systems used in administering the
federal financial assistance programs of the Town of Greenland. Accordingly,
I do not express an opinion on the internal control systems used in
administering the federal financial assistance programs of the Town of
Greenland. However, my study and evaluation and my examination did not






TOWN OF GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
DETAILED STATEMENT OF GENERAL FUND REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
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TOWN OF GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
DETAILED STATEMENT OF GENERAL FUND REVENUES. EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE - BUDGET (GAAP BASIS) AND ACTUAL (Cont'd)
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TOWN OF GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
DETAILED STATEMENT OF GENERAL FUND REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE - BUDGET (GAAP BASIS) AND ACTUAL (Cont'd)






















Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
Over Expenditures





Exess (Deficiency) of Revenues




























REPORT OF TOWN CLERK





Less fees 161.50 1,491.50
Marriage Licenses (29 @ $33) 957.00
Sale of Town Property (Copier,
Zoning books, check lists) 617.00
Vital statistics copy fees
to State Treasurer 205.00
Bad check charges, dog fines 585.00
Dump permits purchased 600.00
Filing fees (elections) 7.00
Filings, Planning Board 725.00
Filings, Board of Adjustment 265.00
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Rev. Licens. & Permits
Reg. Motor Veh/Boats
Other Licenses/Permits
Rev. Federal Govt. (FEMA)
Shared Revenue
Highway Block Grant
Other Grant s /Reimb.
Income Departments
Rev. from Service
Sale of Town Property
Interest on Deposits











Adjusted cash on hand 12/31/91
GRAND TOTAL REVENUES
Selectmen's Orders
































REPORT OF THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
GREENLAND IN 1897
Early in 1897, the Greenland correspondent of
the Exeter News Letter reported: "...With
less than 800 inhabitants the town can muster
10 blacksmiths, five butchers, 15 carpenters,
two carriage makers, three clergymen, seven
dress makers, two doctors, three lawyers, two
masons, four painters, two printers, six shoe
makers, one surveyor, twelve school teachers,
three telegraph operators, and about 159 1/2
farmers
.
"There are two churches, three common
schoolhouses, one academy with upwards of 40
students, one town hall, one hotel, one
Masonic hall, four private boarding houses,
one livery stable, three grocery stores,
three saw mills, three grist mills, one
shingle mill, three cider mills, one
gunsmith, two wheelwrights and two stone
cutters or stone masons.
"We have had an electric or literary club
which is now obsolete: and we have had a
temperance reform club."
Unlike the above report, written about our
Town some 95 years ago, we are unable to
easily inventory the various professions of
our citizens that in 1993 total 2750 - one
four hundredth of the State's population.
However, with the increase in our population,
Greenland in 1992 became a single political
district and for the first time elected its
own Representative to the General Court of
New Hampshire.
Special recognition and thanks is given to
Roy Chisholm for his many years as our Forest
- 47 -
Fire Warden; to Norman Cain for his service
on the Board of Adjustment; to Karl Gilbert
who served as Chief of Police until his
retirement in June; and to Carol Scherer for
her service as Deputy Town Clerk and Tax
Collector and Secretary to the Selectmen.
Scot Blanchard, a member of the Greenland
Police Department, was appointed acting
Police Chief upon the retirement of Karl
Gilbert.
Our major road work this year was limited to
Dearborn Road and Great Bay Drive West,
Unfortunately, the work was not completed in
time to center stripe the road, but as soon
as the weather will allow this will be
accomplished
.
During the November 1992 Presidential
election, many residents of Greenland signed
a petition requesting that future election
polling hours be established from 8:00 AM to
8:00 PM. Whereas the Selectmen are charged
with establishing the polling hours,
consultation was held with numerous town
officials - Town Clerk, Town Moderator,
Supervisors of the Checklist, School Board,
School Moderator, School Principal - to
review the current hours relative to those
changes requested. After a considerable
amount of discussion, the major concern that
emerged related to the safety of children as
they begin their school day. Based on the
unanimous consensus of those consulted, the
Selectmen have decided to retain the election
polling hours as they are - 10:00 AM to 7:00
PM.
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REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
1992 saw some increased activity in
Greenland, most notably approvals for the
construction of a Golf/Ski Pro Shop along
Route 101 and a nine hole golf course at Mr.
Fillmore's property. Additionally, the State
presented a plan for potential improvements
to Route 101 to make it safer.
We thank Evelin Sammel our secretary, Joe
Rehler our road inspector, and Steve Wallace
for the service during 1992.
We hope that you will review the proposed
zoning changes this year and exercise your
right to vote.
Respectfully submitted:
Tom Brackett John Chick
Doug DePorter Louis Neron
Paul Sanderson James Wilbur
Richard Wilson
HEALTH OFFICER REPORT 1992
There were several . complaints regarding
failed waste disposal systems, these were all
investigated and, where appropriate,
corrective actions were taken by the home
owner or business. One complaint involved a
suspect ventilation system; that problem was
resolved. Your Health Officer attended an
educational seminar to upgrade skills. There
is one investigation involving surface water
contamination still open. Routine inspections




TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Cemetery Fund
Receipts: Fund A $2,677.50
Fund B 571.55
Sale of lots cash 300.00
Disbursements: Dep. in savings prep-.
care Cemetery Expense 10,590.88
Library Fund
Bal. on hand 12/31/92




Payments: Trustee Weeks Library 2,190.68
Cash on hand
School Fund
On Dep. PSB 12/31 #123334 $1,000.00
Interest 1992 40.26
Disbursed to School Dist. 40.26
Bal. on hand PSB 1,000.00
Side Walk Fund
On Dep. PSB #123333 $1,000.00
Piscataqua Sav. #20760 1,960.50
Bal. on hand 12/31/92 PSB 1,000.00
Piscataqua Sav. 2,037.00
Emma Perkins Cem. Fund
On Deposit PSB #13116 $13,031.69
Interest 1992 1,544.90
Bal. on hand 13,031.69
Disbursed 1,544.90
Greenland Cem. Lot Fund
On Deposit PSB #131113 $7,887.31
Interest 1992 279.84
Bal. on hand 8,167.15
Disbursed
Bertha Norton Library Fund
On Deposit PSB #136980 $2,010.10
Interest 1992 80.55
Bal. on hand 2,010.10
Disbursed Library 80.55
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Gwen Sanderson School Fund
Paine Webber Inc. $3,411.86
Interest 1992 253.80
Disbursed Scholarships 253.80
Geo Ludwiq Flower Fund
On Deposit First Natl #G-5000327 $300.00
Interest 1992 10.28




F. H. Bourassa Jr. 811.30
Maher Corp. 326.63
CR Thompson Trucking 128.00
City of Portsmouth 74.00
New England Barricade Corp. 7 6.80
Maher Corp. 50.00
Postmaster 29.00
Washburn P & H Supply 35.15
Grounds Care 8,260.00
TOTAL $10,590.88
REPORT OF THE TRUST FUNDS OF THE TOWN OF GREENLAND ON 12/31/92
Date of Name of Trust Purpose of Balance Balance
Creation Fund Trust Fund How Inve. Beg. yr. End yr.
1992 Billy McDonald Cemetery Common $100 $100
1992 Robert J.










Domestic Disturbances 24 28
Follow-up Investig. 191 160
Missing Persons 5 1
Stolen Autos 7 6
Suicides 1 1
Summonses 472 595





Untimely deaths 1 3




This year the Police Department had the honor
of seeing Chief Karl Gilbert retire after
seventeen years of loyal service to the
community. He had a long and prosperous
career with this department and will be sadly
missed.
I would like to introduce myself, my name is
Scot Blanchard and I have taken the position
as the new Police Chief for the Town of
Greenland. I have been in Law Enforcement
going on fifteen years, starting in Exeter
and then going to North Hampton and now
settling in Greenland.
The Police Department has an open door policy
2 -
for anyone with a complaint, suggestion or
anyone who wishes to just stop by, the door
is always open. I look forward to serving the
people of Greenland in a manner of profes-
sionalism and caring about them and their
needs
.
The retirement of Chief Gilbert also created
a loss of our D.A.R.E. Program at the
Greenland Central School as well as the
D.A.R.E. Instructor. Knowing the importance
and success of this Program for the children
of the town it became a priority to keep the
Program. After careful consideration we have
a new D.A.R.E. Instructor. The new D.A.R.E.
Instructor is Patrolman Roy Sherman who has
been with this department for four years . He
has attended and successfully completed the
D.A.R.E. Instructors School and with his
dedication and understanding this Program
will continue and remain a success.
I am looking forward to meeting and serving
the people of Greenland and to help to
continue providing the best possible service
and protection for the Town of Greenland.
Respectfully submitted,
Scot S. Blanchard, Chief
Again the D.A.R.E. (Drug Abuse Resistance
Education) Program has begun. The Program
consists of a one semester course (17 weeks)
taught one day each week to the sixth grade
students at the Greenland Central School. The
D.A.R.E. Program has been taught since 1990
and has successfully graduated over seventy
students. It is hoped that you will share the
school's and the Greenland Police Department'
s enthusiasm regarding the Program.
Patrolman Roy Sherman, D.A.R.E. Instructor
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GREENLAND VOL. FIRE DEPT
.
This year the number of fire calls decreased
by a good number. We had 216 calls in 1991
compared to 177 in 1992. I believe this is
due to the interest the towns people have
taken to the fire prevention tips which we
listed in last year's report.
Fire Safety Tips
1. Check and clean your chimney regularly
2
.
Check smoke alarm and replace batteries
This year we tried something new for Fire
Prevention. We used the Edith Home Fire
Drill. On Thursday evening during Fire
Prevention Week we blew all sirens to alert
the school children to join their families
and exit the home for a drill.
Fire Dept . Officers 1993
Dep. Chiefs - Chip Hussey, Ron Hussey
Captains - Dave Mattson, Randy Trull
Ralph Cresta
EMS Coordinator - Pete Ostromecky
Engineers - Rick Hussey, Dennis Cote
Steve Tessier








Pease Air Guard 3
Rye 2
No Hampton ' 2 3











Circulation for 1992: Adult 5,920
Juvenile 9,526
Total 15,446
Looking for real value from your tax dollar?
Look no further than your public library.
This year, a look at what was checked out
compared with what these items would have
cost tax payers if purchased individually,
shows that you can't make a better
investment!
Borrowed Cost
5068 adult books x $21.95/ea. $111,242.60
8620 children's x $13.95/ea. 120,249.00
627 magazines x $3/ea. 1,881.00
417 audio cassettes x $14.95/ea. 6,234.15
747 videos x $2/ea. rental fee 1,494.00
129 Interlibrary loan books x $25 3,225.00




And that doesn't include the intangibles: the
value of the assistance you received when you
needed help with research, the questions that
were answered for you by library staff
members, or the simple luxury of having a
convenient place in town with a well-
organized collection of materials from which
to choose the items you need for research or
recreational reading. And from a housekeeping
point of view, the pleasure of not having to
store all those books and magazines either.
- 55 -
The library also sponsors an annual
reading/discussion program for adults, three
story hours per week for preschool age
children, plus seasonal craft programs and
field trips to the library for elementary
school students. Our summer reading and
recreation program offers eight weeks of
activities and encouragement in reading books
on a particular theme. The 1992 program was
"Discover--Read" . Weekly programs included
paper mache, designing T-shirts, printing,
and a visit from "The Little Red Wagon" . The
Friends of the Library and GFWC Junior Women
helped support the summer program by
providing funds for books, prizes and craft
supplies. We conducted a volunteer's course
in the spring and now have trained help for
the endless filing and processing as well as
for emergencies. We also assisted the GFWC
Junior Women in presenting a babysitter's
course.
Since June we have had the use of an 800
number to consult with reference librarians
at the State Library when we are asked
questions we can't answer with our own
materials, and we've used it often. Through
the electronic Interlibrary Loan network, we
borrowed 129 books from other libraries for
our patrons and loaned 136 books to other
libraries
.
We have received several memorial donations
this year which have added to our reference,
non-fiction, and children's collections.
The response from the community to our
programs and services continues to grow, and
we will do our best to bring you the best




























Bal. on hand 1/1/93 824.23
Memorial gift fund IDS 9,255.88
Town appropriation includes















Report of Town Fire Warden
and State Forest Ranger
1992 was below average for wildfires reported
in our state. Our largest fire was in May in
Rumney where a suspicious origin fire burned
approximately 150 acres with a total cost of
approximately $30,000. The NH Division of
Forests and Lands assisted many other
communities in wildland fire suppression as
well
.
Our fire lookout towers reported 289 fires,
burning a total of 136 acres. Our major
causes of fires were kindled without a
permit, unknown causes and children.
Please help your town and state forest fire
officials with fire prevention. New Hampshire
State Law (RSA 224:27) reguires that, "No
person, firm or corporation shall kindle or
cause to be kindled any fire or burn or cause
to be burned any material in the open, except
when the ground is covered with snow, without
first obtaining a written fire permit from
the Forest Fire Warden of the town where the
burning is to be done." Violation of this
statute is a misdemeanor, punishable by a
fine of up to $1,000 and/or a year in jail
and you are liable for all fire suppression
costs
.
Local fire departments are responsible for
suppressing fires. The small average fire
size of .47 acre/fire is a tribute to early
detection by the public or our fire tower
system and the guick response of our trained
local fire departments. Please help your
Warden and fire department by reguesting and
obtaining a fire permit before kindling an
- 58 -
open fire.
The NH Division of Forests and Lands assisted
28 towns with a total of $20,000 in 50/50
cost share grants for fire fighter safety
items and wildland suppression equipment in
1992.
If you have any questions regarding New
Hampshire forest fire laws, please contact
your local Forest Fire Warden, State Forest
Ranger, or Division of Forests and Lands at
271-2217.




The Conservation Commission, consisting of
Chairman Frank A. Graf and members Alison
Brackett, Cici Underwood, John Weeks, and
Adele Wick, met on the second Monday of each
month during the course of the year. The
Conservation Commission worked to fulfill its
duties to the town citizens by providing
advice concerning wetlands development and
construction projects having an impact on
wetlands. The Conservation Commission also
initiated a warrant article for the vote of
the town to provide for the development of a
walking trail on the Weeks Brick House prop-
erty as is allowed by easement granted to the
town by the Weeks Brick House Organization.
An additional project planned for the spring
is a beautification of the traffic triangles
in the town. All citizens and guests are
invited to our meetings
.
Frank A. Graf, Chairman
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RECREATION REPORT
1992 has come and gone and was one of our
best years for the Recreation Dept. in
Greenland.
The baseball season was very good, our girls'
Softball teams had a super season, due to the
watchful eye of Tom and his people. Once
again John Kersey summer league had a great
time, coming in 2nd in their league. Good
job, John.
We introduced a tennis program last year
under the supervision and teaching of Robyn
Krasko. We had 24 children start the eight
week program and ended with 18. From the
comments and the letters we received from the
parents, everyone was very pleased with Robyn
and expressed their wishes that we bring her
back for 1993. Thanks Rob for a job well
done.
The soccer camp held in August was a huge
success, we had about 30 boys and girls who
attended and learned how the game should be
played. Thanks Bruce and Paul for your time
and effort. Also the soccer program is
growing each year - last year we had about
160 kids in the program - super - all learned
and had fun.
Once again we needed help for basketball and
Ivy Leonard and Rick Rafferty stepped forward
and took over and did a whale of a job.
Enough said: We the Recreation Commission
would like to take this time to thank all the
coaches, managers, officials, coordinators,
parents and mothers for your time, money,
effort and enthusiasm that you have shown for
the children who take part in our various
recreational programs here in Greenland.
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We ask you all to continue to support us in
our goal to bring good clean and competitive
programs to our town. Have a good, happy and
prosperous 1993 and may all problems be
small
.
God bless and see you on the fields.
Bob Krasko - Chairman Bill Lowery
























August 1, 8, and 9
The Teen Dance was held at the fire station.
Kicking off the Summerfest, this event was
the start of a successful weekend.
Saturday started with a pancake breakfast.
The parade, rides and games for children,
helicopter rides, bike tour, in line skate
race, Jason Hussey Road Rade, and Vegas night
rounded out the remainder of the day.
Sunday was "Rain, Rain Go Away". No matter
how much we chanted, it rained. With a lot of
ingenuity, we made the best of it. The
country breakfast was a warm welcome to a
rainy day. The car show, craft fair and
chicken barbecue were moved inside to the
fire station.
The Summerfest Committee would like to
express their thanks to the countless
businesses, community groups, and individuals
who helped to make this weekend a success. We




As you read in our January 1993 newsletter, Greenland's
drop-off recycling program has been successfully implemented on
the first and third Saturdays of each month. We estimate that
approximately 25% of Greenland households are participating in this
voluntary program. In its first ten months of operation between
May 1992 and February 1993, the program will have recycled or
reused roughly 45 tons of your household waste!
The future plans for disposal of the town's solid waste
remain unclear. Greenland is one of fourteen southeastern New
Hampshire communities comprising the Lamprey Regional Solid
Waste Cooperative. Solid waste from these municipalities is
currentiy burned at the Cooperative's incinerator on the campus of
the University of New Hampshire. The University has
recommended to its trustees that it not renew its agreement with the
Lamprey Cooperative to continue the use of the incinerator after the
current agreement expires in 1996. The Cooperative's Board of
Directors is continuing to explore alternatives for future waste
disposal with no firm proposals presented to date.
Recognizing this uncertainty, the Committee recommends
that the existing drop-off recycling program be continued, as is,
until our future solid waste disposal plans beyond 1996 become
clear. We expect more definitive plans to be forthcoming from the
Lamprey Cooperative during 1993 and we will assess the impact of
these plans on our recycling program. Therefore, the Committee
has proposed a warrant article to continue the present program until
Town Meeting 1994. The warrant article also formally creates the
town "Recycling Committee" to replace and carry on the work of the
Waste Disposal Study Committee established at the March 1991
Town Meeting.
As we pointed out in our newsletter, continued growth in the
program will reduce the per ton cost of recycling for all of us. If
you're not already recycling, please give it a try. You'll find it
easier than you think. If you're already recycling, please help us
promote the program with your friends and neighbors who are still
thinking about it!
Rich Carlin, Chairman David Bellantone
Adele Wick, Secretary Maurice Mayo
Dick Rugg Marie Hussey
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MOSQUITO CONTROL COMMISSION
Our mosquito control program concentrates on
controlling mosquitoes in their aquatic
(larval) stage. We apply a bacterial parasite
that biologically controls mosquitoes
developing in breeding areas such as
salt marches, swamps, marshes, roadside
ditches, and woodland pools. No roadside
spraying by truck-mounted sprayers is
completed in Greenland, as in other
communities
.
Unusual weather conditions occurred in 1992.
Heavy rains in June and July cause mosquito
development in areas that are usually dry at
that time of year. Salt marshes were flooded
by tides and rainfall nine times out of a
possible twelve times. The average is four to
five times per year. There were only four
sunny days in July, slowing evaporation and
allowing time for mosquito development in
rain pools.
Each year we monitor major breeding areas and
apply controls as necessary. Greenland has
many salt marsh sites requiring our
attention. Millions of mosquitoes develop
each time a salt marsh is flooded. Snow melt
pools found each spring in wooded areas are
monitored and controlled also. Residents
suspecting a mosquito breeding area on their







REPORT OF GREENLAND'S REPRESENTATIVE
TO THE PEASE AIRPORT PART 150
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Since my last report to the Town progress of
the Part 150 study has been moving at a slow
pace.
At the time of my last report the Pease
Development Authority (PDA) did not own or
have control of the airport. As a consequence
the PDA could not make application to the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) for
funding of the Part 150 study.
The PDA took control of the airport on April
14, 1992 by virtue of a 55 year lease from
the Air Force. Application for FAA funding of
the Part 150 study was made shortly thereaft-
er.
After a fairly lenthy period of negotiations
between the Past 150 contractor, FAA and PDA
funding was approved in September and the
Advisory Committee resumed meetings in Octob-
er.
The Advisory Committee established four
working groups dealing with the major con-
cerns of the study. They are Public Partici-
pation, Airport Operations, Noise Measurement
and Land Use.
Briefly, the Public Participation working
group will develop procedures for keeping the
public informed and involved in the study.
For example, there will be displays at the
town office and/or library on a periodic
basis; Airport Operations will determine
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aircraft flight tracks and operational pro-
cedures; Noise Measurement has determined
noise monitoring sites (Brackett Point and
the area of the town office); and, Land Use
will study noise versus compatible land uses.
The most recently revised work scheduled
(2/11/93) provides tentatively, for workshops
for the general public in April, July, and
October. A Public Hearing on the Noise Compa-
tibility Plan is tentatively scheduled for
March 1994.
I am happy to report to the town that the NH
Air National Guard has been authorized an
update of their aircraft fleet to the KC-135R
which has improved technology engines that
are significantly quieter than the present
engines
.
If you have any questions on the Part 150
Study in general or as to how it affects the
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TOWN WARRANT 1993
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Greenland
in the County of Rockingham in said State
qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the
Greenland Central School in said Greenland on
Tuesday, the ninth day of March next at ten
of the clock in the forenoon to act upon the
following subjects:
Article 1: to choose all necessary Town
Officers for the year ensuing and to cast
your ballot on the following questions:
Greenland Planning Board Amendments
to the Town's Zoning Ordinance
1. Are you in favor of adopting Amendment #1
as proposed by the Planning Board for the
Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Move the definition of 'building' from
Section 4 (Enforcement) of the Building





Are you in favor of adopting amendment #2
as proposed by the Planning Board for the
Greenland Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Article II (Definitions) of the
Zoning Ordinance to include new defini-
tions for the following terms: abutter;
agriculture, farm, farming, building,
corner lot, lot, lot of record, non-con-
forming building or structure, non-con-
forming lot of record, non-conforming
INSERTS




Are you in favor of adopting Amendment #3
as proposed by the Planning Board for the
Greenland Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Section 1-E of Article IV (Residen-
tial District) to expand the list of per-
mitted home occupations and to add special
development criteria for such uses.
4. Are you in favor of adopting Amendment #4
as proposed by the Planning Board for the
Greenland Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Delete Item l-I (Limited Commercial Dis-
trict) of Article V (Commercial District),
and integrate the land within this dis-
trict into the Town's regular Commercial
District
.
5. Are you in favor of adopting Amendment #5
as proposed by the Planning Board for the
Greenland Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Section 1, Item H-3 of Article V, so
that parking spaces for condominium hous-
ing, lodging houses, apartment houses and
hotels will be 162 square feet in size, or
9' X 18'
6. Are you in favor of adopting Amendment #6
as proposed by the Planning Board for the
Greenland Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Section 3-G, Items 2-a and 2-b of
Article V, so that commercial enterprises
are now required to provide one parking




7. Are you in favor of adopting Amendment #7
as proposed by the Planning Board for the
Greenland Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Section 7-C, Item 4 and Section 8-A
of Article VIII (Aquifer Protection Dis-
trict) to reference the nitrate-nitrogen
concentration standard of the Federal Safe
Drinking Water Act
.
8. Are you in favor of adopting Amendment #8
as proposed by the Planning Board for the
Greenland Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Delete the Growth Control Ordinance
(Article X) and recodify the remaining
sections
.
9. Are you in favor of adopting Amendment #9
as proposed by the Planning Board for the
Greenland Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Revise Article XI (Occupancy/Use Permits)
to clearly spell out what is required as
part of a residential occupancy/use per-
mit and a non-residential occupancy/use
permit
.
(THE FULL TEXT OF THE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
THE BUILDING ORDINANCE AND ZONING ORDINANCE
IS AVAILABLE FOR PUBLIC INSPECTION AT THE
GREENLAND TOWN OFFICE, AND WILL BE POSTED
WITH THE WARRANT WHICH WILL BE ON DISPLAY FOR
INSPECTION BY VOTERS AT THE VOTING PLACE.)
The polls will open at 10:00 AM and will
close no earlier than 7:00 PM to cast your
ballots on Article 1
.
INSERT 5
ABSENTEE BALLOTS FOR ARTICLE 1 ARE AVAILABLE
FROM THE TOWN CLERK DURING REGULAR OFFICE
HOURS, OR MAY BE REQUESTED BY MAIL.
Article 2
:
To hear the report of the Town
Clerk on the results of your ballot in the
election of Town Officers.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON OTHER ARTICLES IN
THE WARRANT WILL TAKE PLACE AT GREENLAND
CENTRAL SCHOOL ON SATURDAY, MARCH 13, 1993,
IN THE FORENOON BEGINNING AT 10:00.
Article 3 To fix the salaries of the Town
Officers and to raise and appropriate the
estimated sum of $ 48,611 { FORTY EIGHT
THOUSAND AND SIX HUNDRED AND ELEVEN } in
payment of salaries and commissions.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
Article 4: To raise and appropriate the sum
of money necessary to defray Town charges for
the ensuing year. The estimated amount for
Town charges is $1,013,443 { ONE MILLION
THIRTEEN THOUSAND AND FOUR HUNDRED FORTY
THREE }
.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
Article 5: To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to borrow




Article 6: To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed
$28,142 (twenty eight thousand one hundred
forty two dollars ) for the purpose of
entering into a lease/purchase agreement to
replace fire department breathing apparatus
which currently do not meet N.F.P.A.
standards
.
RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
Article 7
:
To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to grant a
discount on the payment of property taxes.
The discount rate to be 3% if paid within 14
days and 1% if paid within 30 days of
postmark.
Article 8: To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed
$7,000 (seven thousand dollars) to continue
the preservation of Town Records through the
process of book binding and/or microfilming.
NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
Article 9: To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to convey
any real estate acquired by the Town by tax
collector's deed. Such conveyance shall be by
deed following a public auction, or the
property may be sold by advertising sealed
bids, or may be otherwise disposed of as
justice may require, pursuant to RSA 80:80.
Article 10
:
To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed
$2,231 (two thousand two hundred thirty one
dollars) to repair and refinish the tennis
courts located at Caswell field.
NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
INSERT 7
Article 11: To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Trustees of the Cemetery Trust
Funds to establish appropriate fees for the
purchase of burial plots, and perpetual care
services at our public cemeteries within the
Town of Greenland. Fee schedule to be filed
with the Town Clerk.
Article 12
:
To see if the Town will authorize
the Board of Selectmen, Road Agent and
Planning Board Chairman to accept as Town
roads any road which may be completed during
the year, has been approved by the Town
Planning Board, constructed in accordance
with required specifications and approved as
to construction by the Town Road Agent and as
to which the land on which such roads are
located is fully deeded to the Town, Such
approval by the Board of Selectmen, Road
Agent and Planning Board Chairman shall be
recorded with the Town Clerk.
Article 13
:
To see if the Town will vote to
adopt an ordinance providing for the approval
and adoption of a map depicting location and
boundaries of "Drug-Free School Zones", and
making an official finding and record of the
location and boundaries of such zones,
pursuant to the Authority of New Hampshire
Revised Statutes Annotated 193-B.
Article 14: To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply
for, accept and expend, without further
action by the Town Meeting, money from the
State, Federal or other governmental unit, or
private source which becomes available during
the year. Acceptance and expenditure of such
INSERT 8
money shall be in accordance with procedures
set forth in RSA 31:95-b.
Article 15
:
To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Trustees of the Weeks Public
Library to apply for, accept and expend,
without further action by the Town Meeting,
money from State, Federal, or other
governmental units or a private source
which becomes available during the fiscal
year. Acceptance and expenditure of such
money shall be in accordance with the
procedures set forth in RSA 202-A:4-C.
Article 16: To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed
$8,500 (eight thousand five hundred dollars)
to continue the Recycling of solid waste
generated in the town. The Selectmen shall be
authorized to contract for services and
expend funds for the operation of the program
from May 1993 through April 1994 with the
authority to encumber the balance of the
unexpended 1993 funds to permit such
operation through April 1994; and to see if
the Town will vote to create the "Recycling
Committee" . Such committee shall be
responsible for administering the recycling
program and advising the Selectmen concerning
contracts or services that may be necessary
to continue the recycling program. The
members of the committee shall be as follows,
and shall serve until town meeting ir
1994:
1. The chair of the Board of Selectmen, or
designee ex officio.
2. The chair of the Budget Committee, or
designee ex officio.
3. The chair of the Conservation Commission,
or designee ex officio.
INSERT 9
4. Two citizens of the Town, to be selected
by majority vote of the ex officio
members
.
NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
Article 17: To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept on
behalf of the Town gifts, legacies and
devices made to the Town in trust for any
public purpose, as permitted by RSA
31:19.
Article 18: To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed
$2,000 (two thousand dollars) for the purpose
of designing, clearing brush and constructing
a walking trail on the Weeks Brick House land
provided for through an easement granted to
the Town of Greenland.
NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
Article 19: To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed
$2,000 (two thousand dollars) for the purpose
of improving the condition of the existing
old cemeteries of Greenland.
SUBMITTED BY PETITION OF RUTH C. BARNES AND
OTHERS
.
NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
Article 20: To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed
$1,000 (one thousand dollars) to support the
services of the New Hampshire SPCA.
SUBMITTED BY PETITION OF TOM O'MALLEY AND
OTHERS
INSERT 10
NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
Article 21: To take any other action that may
legally come before the meeting.
Given under our hands and seal the l_




Cliftbn H. Stickney ^
Selectmen of Greenland, NH









^ ^ ^ ^
WE HEREBY CERTIFY THAT WE GAVE NOTICE
TO THE INHABITANTS WITHIN NAMED, TO MEET AT
THE TIME AND PLACE AND FOR THE PURPOSE WITHIN
MENTIONED, BY POSTING UP AN ATTESTED COPY OF
THE WITHIN WARRANT AT THE PLACE OF MEETING
WITHIN NAMED ,^ AND; A LIKE COPY
AT yiiaM4(y<£iA^ ifi^ OfTp<L.e^ BEING /A PUBLIC
PLACE ^N. SAID TOWN, dN THE /ftt^ DAY
OF -JZ^J^OA^^ , 1993^ CAA
CTIFTON H STICKNEY ^
JAMES J WILBUR
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BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED THE
PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF N.H
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for thie Ensuing Year January 1 , 1 9 93 to December 31,1 9.33. or for Fiscal Year
From 19 to 19
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
RSA 31:95 and 32:5






























4130 Executive 40.102 34.183 42,260 42,260
4140 Elec, Reg. & Vilal Slal. 19,120 24.033 26,706 26,706
4150 Financial Adminislralion 22.048 22.826 25.905 25,905
4 1 52 Revaluation of Property
4153 Legal Expense 19.000 25.346 19,000 19,000
4155 Personnel Administration 17.500 23.767 23,240 23,?40
4191 Planning and Zoning 9.370 8.227 10,650 10,650
4194 General Government BIdg. 17,204 26,597 18,?50 lfi.750
4195 Cemeteries 11,300 n,7ft8 11,300 1
1
, 300
4196 Insurance i?,l'i0 51.055 59, 150 57, 150
4197 Adverlising and Reg Assoc, 3,249 3.232 3.414 3.414
BOOK BINDING (92) 112 7.000 6.853
4 1 99 Other General Government 7.100 69.314 47,000 47.000
PUBLIC SAFETY
4210 Police 244.323 234.043 248.579 248.579
4215 Ambulance 4.000 3.176 4.000 4.000
4220 Fire 50.130 46.586 51.675 51.675
4240 Building Inspection
4290 Emergency Management 1.000 1.854 1.000 1.000
HIGHWAYS AND STREETS
431 2 Highways and Streets 120,000 98.191 120.000 120.000
4313 Bridges
4316 Street Lighting 15,100 15.078 15.100 15.100
4311 HIGHWAYS-ADMINISTRATIO i 20,000 16.343 20,000 20.000
SANITATION
4323 Solid Waste Collection 34.630 34.175 35.400 35.400
4324 Solid Waste Disposal 125,710 118.715 135.744 135.744
4325 Sewage Collection & Disposal
RECYCLING (92) fifif) 9.500 4.299




4414 Pes! Control 4,280 4.309 4.500 4.500
44 1 5 Health Agencies and Hospitals (<)2) "i'i'i 14.540 14.290 14.506 14.506
4411 HEALTH ADNINTSTRATTON S50 669 700 700
4419 OTHER HEALTH PROGRAMS 2.3,570 23,570 25.280 25.280
NHSPCA (92) 777 500 500
WELFARE
4442 Direct Assistance 18,000 15.479 18,000 18,000
4444 Intergovernmental Welt. Pay'ls.
4447 OTHER PROGRAMS 8,500 5.491 8,500 8,500
































Sub-Totals (from pago 2) 919.476 947.989 982,859 957, 57q ?1,9ft0
CULTURE AND RECREATION
4520 Parks and Recreation 29.150 27.707 3i,?nn 31,7nn
4550 Library (92) 444 61.838 61.707 sfi.qsn 58.950
4583 Patriotic Purposes 2,925 2.970 2.975 2.975




4612 Purctiase o( Natural Resources




4711 Princ.-Long Term Bonds & Notes
4721 Inl.-Long Term Bonds & Notes
4723 Interest on TAN 10.000 32.542 10.000 in.nnn
(WA) CAPITAL OUTLAY ^88^~ii^DIN - 7.000 7,000
4909-123 RESEAL TENNIS COURT 3 2.231 2,?3I
4909-137 FIRE BREATHING APP. 28.142 28,142
4909-225 W,\LKING TRAILS 2.000 2,000
4909-277 CARE ABANDONED CEM 2.000 7,000
4909-342 RECYCLING 8.500 8,500
4909-366 NH-SPCA 1.000 1,000
OPERATING TRANSFERS
49 1 4 To Proprietary Funds:
4915 To Capital Reserve Funds:
49 1 6 To Trust and Agency Funds:
(RSA 31:19-8)
4939 PAY OTHER GVMTS 650 1.235 850 850
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 1.026. 'j.39 1.075.42'i 1,138,207 i.nqn.iQfi 48.011
* Enter in these columns the numbers which were revised and approved £y DRA and which appear on the prior tax rata papers.
10% LIMITATION OF APPROPRIATIONS
(SEE RSA 32:8, 8-a. & 32:10-b)
Please disclose ttie following items (to be excluded from ttie 10% calculation)
$ Recommended Amount o( Collective Bargaining Cost Items. $ Amount of Mandatory Water & Waste
(RSA 32:8-8). Treatment Facilities. (RSA 32:10-b).
RSA 273-A:1,IV '"Cosl Item' means any benefit acquired througti collective bargaining wtiose implementation requires an appropriation by the
legislative body of ttie public employer witti which negotiations are being conducted."
HELP! Wc ask yiiur assi.-itance in the Folluwiiig: If you have a line item of appropriation which is made up of appropriations fiT)m more
than one (I) warrant artiric, please use the space below lo identify the make-up of (he line total. We hope this will expedite the tax
rate pr<)ct-s.s by reducing llic number of inquiries frnni this office. (1992 W.A ONLY)
Acct.
41 ( 199 2















































3120 Land Use Change Taxes 10.000 42.260 10.000 10,000
3180 Resident Taxes
3185 Yield Taxes 100 ?4S 100 100
3186 Payment in Lieu o( Taxes
3190 Int & Pen. on Delinquent Taxes 13.500 60,919 13.500 13,500
Inventory Penalties
LICENSES, PERMITS AND FEES
3210 Business Licenses and Permits s.oon 6,71 I ;^nnn 5 000
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees ;4n,soo 7AR,741 74n, =inn 240 500
3290 Other Licenses, Permits & Fees 3,71'S 4,41 1 1,41 "^ 3,415
FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
3319 OTHER 10 28.203
FROM STATE
3351 Shared Revenue ?7,ono SR.-^sq 7 7,nnn ?7,')00
3353 Highway Block Grant ?a,8i3 7R,Rn -(4,41R 34,418
3354 Water Pollution Grants
3356 Stale & Fed. Forest Land Reimb.
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement




3401 Income Irom Deparlments 700 669 4, inn 4 , 1 nn
3409 Other Charges 4,600 R,647 L, snn 4, snn
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
3501 Sale ol Municipal Property 500 7, 166 son ^On
3502 Interest on Investments ?0,000 in,6in 7n,nnn ?n nnn
3509 Other 1?,740 14,iqR i6,7Rn 16,780





3915 Capital Reserve Funds
39 1 6 Trust and Agency Funds
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
3934 Proc. from Long Term Notes & Bonds
Fund Balance:
Items Voted From Surplus
Remainder of Surplus
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 167078 520 "^13 380 363 iRn,i6i.
'Enter in this column the numbers which were revised and approved by DRA and which apf
Total Appropriations
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Property Taxes
Amount of Taxes to be Raised (Exclusive of Scfiool and Countv Taxes^




BUDGET OF THE 1















GREENLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
1993
The State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the School District of
the Town of Greenland in the County of
Rockingham, and State of New Hampshire,
qualified to vote upon District affairs: YOU
ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE GREENLAND
CENTRAL SCHOOL IN SAID DISTRICT ON SATURDAY,
MARCH 6, 1993, AT 7:00 P.M. TO ACT ON THE
FOLLOWING ARTICLES.
ARTICLE 1. To see if the District will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,675,000 (One million six hundred seventy-
five thousand dollars) for the purpose of
constructing additional classrooms and
expanding the gymnasium at the Greenland
Central School and for certain renovations to
the existing facility, such sum to be raised
through the issuance of bonds or notes under
and in compliance with the Municipal Finance
Act, RSA 33:1 et_ sea . , as amended; to
authorize the school board to apply for,
obtain and accept federal, state or other
aid, if any, which may be available for said
project and to comply with all laws
applicable to said project; to authorize the
school board to issue, negotiate, sell and
deliver said bonds and notes and to determine
the rate of interest thereon and the maturity
and other terms thereof; and to authorize the
school board to take any other action or to
pass any other vote relative thereto.
(Recommended by the budget committee.
ARTICLE 2. To see if the District will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $74,000
(Seventy-four Thousand Dollars) for the
INSERT 17
ARTICLE 7. To transact any further business
that may legally come before the meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEALS AT SAID
GREENLAND THIS TWELFTH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1993






purpose of purchasing a certain parcel of
land with buildings thereon located at 80
Post Road, Greenland, NH. (Recommended by
the budget committee.)
ARTICLE 3. To hear the reports of Agents,
Auditors, Committees, and/or Officers
theretofore chosen, and pass any vote related
thereto.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the District will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000
(Twenty Thousand Dollars) as a contingency
fund as provided under RSA 198:4-b.
(Recommended by the budget committee.)
ARTICLE 5. Are you in favor of increasing
the number of members of the school board
from three (3) to five (5), each to serve for
a term of three (3) years; such change to
take effect following the school district
election in 1994, in accordance with RSA
671:4, to further cause the school district
to determine the number of members to be
elected each year, so that there will always
be and uneven number of members? (Submitted
by petition of Michael P. Toomier and forty-
four voters .
)
ARTICLE 6. To see what sum of money the
District will vote to raise and appropriate
inclusive of any funds voted in Article 1,
Article 2, Article 4 for the support of
schools, 'for payment of salaries, for
obligations for the District; and to
authorize the application against said
appropriations of such sums, as are estimated
to be received together with other income,
the school board to certify to the selectmen
the balance between estimated revenue and the
appropriation which balance is to be raised
by taxes by the town.
INSERT 18
GREENLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
Election of Officers
1993
The State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the School District of
the Town of Greenland, in the county of
Rockingham and State of New Hampshire,
qualified to vote upon district affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE
GREENLAND CENTRAL SCHOOL IN SAID DISTRICT ON
TUESDAY, MARCH 9, 1993, at 10:00 O'CLOCK IN
THE A.M. TO VOTE ON THE FOLLOWING:
To choose a member of the school board
for the ensuing three years.
The foregoing procedure calling for election
of your District Officers at the annual town
meeting is authorized by statute (RSA 197:1-
a) and was adopted by the District at its
1966 annual meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEALS AT SAID
GREENLAND THIS TWELFTH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1993






STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE





BUDGET FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
For The Fiscal Year Ended JUNE 30, 1991
BUDGET OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
OF GREENLAND U.H.
(Plaaaa sign In Ink)
DISTRIBUTION OF FORMS
BUDGET (RSA 32:7): Forward one signed copy of the budget as approved l>y the Budget
Committee to the State Dept. of Rev. Admin.
















XXXXXXXXXXXX1000 INS! RUCTION XXXXXXXXXXXX
1 100 Regular Programs 1,677,139 1,793,733 1,793,733
1200 Special Program 216.868 237-835 237.835
1300 Vocational Programs
1400 Other Instructional Programs 21.916 27.841 27.841
1600 Adult/Continuing Education
2000 SUPPORT SERVICES XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
2100 Pupil Services XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
21 10 Attendance & Social Work 10 10 10
2120 Guidance 34.895 37,111 37,111
2130 Health 22,552 23,222 23,222
2140 Psychological 7.527 4,500 4,500
2150 Speech Path. &Audiology 32,020 33,143 33,143
2190 Other Pupil Services
2200 Instructional Sta« Services XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
2210 Improvement of Instruction 10.740 11,031 11,031
2220 Educational Media 22,251 28,653 28,653
2240 Other Inst. Staff Services
2300 General Administration XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
2310 School Board XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
2310 870 Contingency 20,000 20,000 20,000
2310 All Other Objects 11,225 12,608 12,608
2320 Office of Superintendent XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
2320 351 S.A.U. t^anagement Serv. 86,101 88,693 S8,693
2320 All Other Objects
2330 Speci?l Area Adm. Services
2390 Other Gen. Adm. Services
2400 School Administration Services 75.741 78.087 78,087
2500 Business Services XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
2520 Fiscal 2.200 2.400 2,400
2540 Operation & Maintenance of Plant 109.541 120.510 120,510
2550 Pupil Transportation 109.127 105.586 105,586
2570 Procurement 6.745 3.672 3.672
2590 Other Business Services
2600 Managerial Services 1.485 1,476 1,4/8
2900 Other Support Services
3000 COMMUNITIES SERVICES 400 500 500
4000 FACILITIES ACQUISITIONS & CONST. 77,000 1,791.700 1,791,700
5000 OTHER OUTLAYS
5100 Debt Service XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
5100 830 Principal
5100 840 Interest 50,250 50,250
5200 Fund Transfers
5220 To Federal Projects Fund 7.750 7,750 7,750
5240 To Food Service Fund 59.636 61.880 61,880
5250 To Capital Reserve Fund
5255 To Expendable Trust Fund
1 1 22 Deficit Appropriation 20.000
— Supplemental Appropriation
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 2,632,869 4,542,193 4.542.193
MS-27
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REVENUES Si CnFniTS AVAILABLE
TO nSDUCF r.CMOOL TAXES
770 Uniesorved Fund Balance 23.iiZU





3210 School Building Aid
3220 Area Vocational School
3230 Driver Education
3240 Catastrophic Aid 20.638 20.6.18 20,6.38
3250 Adult Education
3270 Child Nutrition 9.000 9.000 9.000
Other (Identify)
4000 Revenue From Federal Source xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
4410 ECIA-I&II 5,000 5.000 5.000
4430 Vocational Education
4450 Adult Education
4460 Child Nutrition Program
4470 Handicapped Program
Other (Identity) Miscellaneous Federal Grants 2,750 2,750 2,750
5000 Other Sources xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
5100 Sale of Bonds or Notes 1,675,000 1,675.000
5230 Trans. From Cap. Projects Fund
5250 Trans. From Cap. Reserve Fund
5255 Trans. From Expendable Trust Fund
1000 Local Rev. other than Taxes xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
1300 Tuition
1500 Earnings on Investments 4.500 3.000 3.000
1700 Pupil Activities Food Service Sales 30.000 30.000 30.000
Other (identiiy) Trust Fund Income 50 50 50
SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION (CONTRA) 20.000
TOTAL SCHOOL REVENUES & CREDITS 115,758 1,795.438 1.795.438
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS LESS TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 2,517,111 2,746,755 2,746,755
' Enter in these columns the nunnbers which were revised and approved by DRA and which appear on the current tax rate papers.
10% LIMITATION OF APPROPRIATIONS
(SEE RSA 32:8. 6-a)
Please disclose the following Items (to be excluded from the 10% calculation):
$ Recommended Amount of Collective Bargaining Cost Items.
(RSA 32:8-a)
RSA273-A:1,IV " 'Cost Item' means any benefit acquired through collective bargaining whose Imple-
mentation requires an appropriation by the legislative body of the public employer with which negotia-
tions are being conducted."
INSERT 23
SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE - HBA
(RSA 32:8, 8-a, S 32:10-b)
VERSION «1
Rev. 1992
LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL UNIT: GREENLAND FISCAL YEAR ENDING: JUNE 30, 1994 ..mbaV




2. Principle: Lcng-Tepa Bonds 8 Notes 1,575,000
3. Interest: Long-Term Bonds & Notes 50,250
A. Capital Outlays Funded From Long-Term
Bonds & Notes per RSA 33:8 & 33:7-b.
S. Mandatory Assessments 88,693
6. TOTAL EXCLUSIONS (Sum of rows 2-5) 1,813,943
7. AMOUNT RECOMMENDED LESS RECOMMENDED
EXCLUSION AMOUNTS (Line 1 less line 6) 2,728,250
8. Line 7 times 10% 272,825
THIS IS THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE INCREASE OTHER THAN COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ITEMS
INSERT 24
Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative
The Lamprey Regional in 1993 had a very good
year in that we were able to install energy
saving equipment into our facility making the
energy recovery facility more efficient and
increasing the Cooperative revenue while
saving the University of New Hampshire a
significant amount of money. This is the
third year we have been able to maintain our
tipping fees at the 1989 levels. We are also
building a reserve for future costs that may
impact the Cooperative.
Also in 1992 we had an engineering study done
relating to the possibility of the Lamprey
Regional Solid Waste Cooperative building and
running a Materials Recovery Facility. The
study indicates that the MRF concept is
technically feasible and economically viable.
This has kept the whole Board of Directors
very busy in 1992 and in 1993 many more
decisions will have to be made about our
future directions
.
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GREENLAND SCHOOL
DISTRICT MEETING OF MARCH 7, 1992
The Greenland School District Annual Business
Meeting was called to order by Moderator Paul
Sanderson at 7:11 p.m. at the Greenland
Central School.
He then introduced personnel of SAU 50 and
the Greenland School District. Thank you '
s
and community announcements were made.
The invocation was given by Reverend Doug
Lovejoy-Carter
.
The "Pledge of Allegiance" was led by Boy
Scout Pack 166 represented by Sam Brackett,
Cory Hussey, and Scott Hussey.
The rules of order were presented and it was
explained that the meeting will begin with
discussion on Article 1 and then discussion
on Article 2. Voting on both articles will
follow discussion. Since these articles
involve bond issues, they can not be amended
or tabled. Voting will be by secret ballot
and polls will be open for one hour. The
polls opened at 8:40 and remained open until
9:50 p.m.
ARTICLE 1. It was moved by Jane Gouzoules,
and seconded by John Wolfe, to see if the
district will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $815,000 (eight hundred fifteen
thousand dollars) for the construction of an
addition to the Greenland Central School and
for certain renovations to the existing
facility such sum to be raised through the
issuance of bonds or notes under and in
compliance with the Municipal Finance Act,
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RSA 33:1 ejt seq , , as amended; to authorize
the school board to apply for, obtain and
accept federal, state or other aid, if any,
which may be available for said project and
to comply with all laws applicable to said
project; to authorize the school board to
issue, negotiate, sell and delver said bonds
and notes and to determine the rate if
interest thereon and the maturity and other
terms thereof; and to authorize the school
board to take any other action or to pass any
other vote relative thereto, as recommended
by the budget committee. The vote was 191
for and 133 against. NOT RECEIVING A TWO-
THIRDS MAJORITY VOTE, THE ARTICLE WAS
DEFEATED.
ARTICLE 2. It was moved by Margaret Felton;
seconded by John Wolfe, to see if the
district will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $75,000 (seventy-five thousand
dollars) for the purpose of purchasing a
certain parcel of land with buildings thereon
located at 80 Post Road, Greenland, NH, such
sum to be raised through the issuance of
bonds or notes under and in compliance with
the Municipal Finance Act, RSA 33:1 et seq .
,
as amended; to authorize the school board to
apply for, obtain and accept, federal, state
or other aid, if any, which may be available
for said project and to comply with all laws
applicable to said project; to authorize the
school board to issue, negotiate, sell and
deliver said bonds and notes and to determine
the rate of interest thereon and the maturity
and other terms thereof; and to authorize the
school board to take any other action or to
pass any other vote relative thereto as
recommended by the budget committee. The
vote was 191 for and 131 against. NOT
RECEIVING A TWO-THIRDS MAJORITY VOTE, THE
ARTICLE WAS DEFEATED.
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ARTICLE 3. It was moved by Jane Gouzoules;
seconded by Phillip Rowe, and VOTED IN THE
AFFIRMATIVE BY VOICE VOTE to hear the reports
of Agents, Auditors, Committees, and/or
Officers theretofore chosen, and pass any
vote related thereto.
ARTICLE 4. It was moved by Jane Gouzoules;
seconded by Margaret Felton, and VOTED IN THE
AFFIRMATIVE BY VOICE VOTE, to see if the
school district will vote to accept the
provisions of RSA 198:20-b providing that
the school district at this annual meeting
may adopt this article authorizing
indefinitely, until specific recision of such
authority, the school board to apply for,
accept and expend, without further action by
the school district, money from the state,
federal or other governmental units and/or a
private source which becomes available during
the fiscal year.
ARTICLE 5. It was moved by Margaret Felton;
seconded by Mrs. Ross, and VOTED IN THE
AFFIRMATIVE BY VOICE VOTE, to see if the
district will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $20,000 (twenty thousand dollars)
to fund a deficit appropriation in accordance
with RSA 32:10-a, as recommended by the
budget committee.
ARTICLE 6. It was moved by Margaret Felton;
seconded by John Sammel, and VOTED IN THE
AFFIRMATIVE BY VOICE VOTE, to see if the
district will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $20,000 (twenty thousand dollars)
as a contingency fund as provided under RSA
198:4-b, and not recommended by the budget
committee.
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ARTICLE 7. It was moved by John Wolfe;
seconded by Phillip Rowe , to see if the
district will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,621,878 (two million six
hundred and twenty-one thousand eight hundred
seventy-eight dollars) for payment of
salaries, for obligations for the district;
and to authorize the application against said
appropriations of such sums, as are estimated
to be received together with other income,
the school board to certify to the selectmen
the balance between estimated revenue and the
appropriation which balance is to be raised
by taxes by the town. THE MOTION WAS NOT
VOTED
.
Debra Reardon made a motion to amend the
article increasing it by $10,991 (ten
thousand nine hundred ninety-one dollars)
;
seconded by Thomas Brackett, the amount
needed to reinstate the position of gifted
and talented coordinator. THE AMENDMENT WAS
VOTED IN THE AFFIRMATIVE BY VOICE VOTE.
With the amendment, the motion on the floor
was in the amount of $2,632,869 (two million
six hundred thirty-two thousand eight hundred
sixty-nine dollars) . THE MOTION, AS AMENDED,
WAS PASSED IN THE AFFIRMATIVE BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 8. Horace Lyndes moved; seconded by
Ruth Murphy, that a committee be formed to
study all of the alternatives to tuitioning
our students to Portsmouth High School. And
further, propose that this committee be made-
up of twelve members; three appointed by the
selectmen, three appointed by the school
board, three appointed by the planning board
and three appointed by the budget committee.
The appointed committee shall submit three
mailed, written, reports to the residents of
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the town. The first two reports will outline
the progress of the study committee and will
be mailed on or before July 1 and October 1,
1992. The final report, with the study
committee's reasons and recommendations, will
be mailed on or before January 1, 1993. The
final report will also contain a schedule of
whatever public hearings are required to
place the recommendations on next year's town
warrant. A sum of $1,500 (one thousand five
hundred dollars) will be raised and
appropriated for the work of this committee.
THE MOTION PASSED IN THE AFFIRMATIVE BY VOICE
VOTE.
Questions arose as to monies for portable
classrooms. John Wolfe stated that it was
included in the budget amount voted in
Article 7.
On a motion by Jim Wilbur; seconded by Thomas
Brackett, the meeting adjourned at 11:44 p.m.
/s/ Alison R. Brackett, School District Clerk
VOTING RESULTS
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING — MARCH 10, 1992
The following officer was elected at the 1992
annual town meeting for a three year period.
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER - Frances Jane Gouzoules
/s/ Alison R. Brackett
School District Clerk
A true record. Attest:
/s/ Alison R. Brackett
School District Clerk
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
for the
FISCAL YEAR JULY 1, 1991 to June 30, 1992
Cash
on hand July 1, 1991 $163,355.96
Current
Appropriation $2,080, 235 . 00
Deficit
Appropriation 20 , 000 . 00
Revenue from
State Sources 40 , 257 . 30
Revenue from
Federal Sources 1 , 016 . 00
Received as income
from Trust Funds 51 . 01
Received from all
Other Sources 67 , 507 .76
Total Receipts $2 , 209 , 097 . 07
Total Amount Available
for Fiscal Year 2,372,453.03
Less School Board Orders Paid. .. .2,335,753.79
Balance on Hand June 30, 1992 36,699.24
August 13 , 1992 /s/ Frances Thompson
Treasurer
!Q _
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Daniel C. Durgin
January, 1993
I am pleased to submit my fourteenth annual
report to the citizens of Greenland, New
Castle, Newington, and Rye.
Education continues to be a challenging and
exciting enterprise subject to both praise
and criticism while being vulnerable to those
with only clear hindsight and unlimited to
those with vision. In my opinion, we are
entering a time of significant change in the
way we teach and test students.
The nation is looking for improvements in
students' performance and in their ability to
apply school acquired knowledge to real world
situations. The emphasis continues to shift
away from memorizing facts and toward
acquisition of knowledge and the application
of that knowledge. In the past, subject
matter taught was often fragmented,
disconnected facts and bits of information.
We have learned that this type of instruction
does not equip students with the necessary
skills to compete in today's society. We
have moved from the manufacturing age to the
information age, and the skills and knowledge
taught thirty years ago are no longer
appropriate.
Today we are much more concerned with
connecting the subject areas through a
process called curriculum integration. This
approach provides students the opportunity
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to see linkages between the various subject
areas much like the linkages that we
experience in real life, situations . The
staff of SAU 50 has been working diligently
on curriculum integration for over a year
with teacher in-service time being dedicated
to this pursuit. The end product will be a
curriculum that reflects natural
relationships and provides students an
instructional setting that will better
prepare them for the challenges they will
face as adults.
Something which touches all of our lives in
various ways is technology. Students become
familiar with computers as early as the
kindergarten year and formal instruction on
computer use and application is provided to
all students throughout the grades.
At the present time, a committee of staff
members representing the four towns of SAU 50
is meeting to assess our efforts in computer
instruction. This Technology Committee is
also charged with developing a vision as to
what technology education should encompass
over the next three to five years. Not only
is it important to identify our instructional
focus in this area, but it is also necessary
to identify how technology will impact the
instructional process. How much of future
instruction should occur partially or totally
through the use of technology?
An area that is changing significantly, and
is sure to impact the way we teach students,
is that of testing, or assessment. There is
a growing emphasis on the assessment of
thinking, reasoning, and processing skills as
opposed to factual knowledge. This type of
assessment is more complicated and difficult
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since it is harder to assess whether students
can reason through a multi-step problem than
it is to determine whether students know the
date of the signing of the "Declaration of
Independence." Standardized tests, which
have been the national norm for assessing
student performance and are useful in
determining factual knowledge, are inadequate
for revealing students' thought processes.
Authentic assessment, or testing what
students can do, is replacing a portion of
the multiple choice type testing that has
been commonplace. This type of assessment
can involve several facets including
portfolios of student's work, interviews,
demonstrations and exhibits by students. All
of this is designed to test not only factual
knowledge, but the application of that
knowledge
.
It is my belief that the assessment process
often is the engine that drives instruction.
We will, as a result of this and other
factors, be more concerned about the learners
and their ability to think and produce. We
will be less concerned with students' ability
to memorize and recite facts.
Also meeting, on a regular basis, is the SAU
50 Mathematics Committee which is responsible
for reviewing our present curriculum and for
bringing our program in line with the new
nationally adopted mathematics standards.
For the past several years, we have been
emphasizing the desirability of parents being
as involved as possible with their children's
education not only in school but at hom.e
.
Teachers have reminded parents of this
responsibility through newsletters and other
communications that have been sent home.
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There is evidence that parents are more aware
of what their children are doing in school
and are monitoring their efforts more
closely. This is most gratifying for all of
us since we believe that only through this
partnership of school working with home can
we achieve well educated students with good
work habits. Parental involvement does not
need to be extensive, but children need to
know that parents are interested in what they
are doing in school, that there is support
for the importance of the task, and that the
work will be monitored.
Enrollments in each of the four districts
show a similar trend. Increases are
occurring particularly at the lower grades,
which is a clear signal that student numbers
will gradually increase over the next few
years. In response to this, the Greenland
School Board is proposing an addition to the
Greenland Central School to address current
space needs and to accommodate added future
enrollments. In Rye, additional staff
positions are being requested to deal with
larger class sizes and also provisions have
been made to lease, purchase, or construct,
mobile classrooms. In New Castle, a
facilities study committee has been formed to
determine future space requirements. These
enrollment increases, although small by some
district's standards, will result in future
additional costs for staff and supplies, and
later, in the cost of high school tuition.
There is much in which I take great pride
when reflecting on the school boards, staff,
and students in SAU 50. One of the things
of which I am most proud is the willingness
of each town's school board and staff to work
together for the improvement of education for
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all students. This effort is demonstrated at
joint school board meetings, and at the many
occasions when the staffs of the four towns,
join together for in-service and other
activities. There is strength in numbers and
I believe that very strongly in the case of
our four school districts. We have a solid
relationship and it is one of the reasons
that we can point to quality as the watchword
of our instructional process and our school
system.
I continue to be deeply grateful for our
school board members who unselfishly give
many hours to their responsibilities and to
the many dedicated staff people throughout
the school unit who commit themselves, on a
daily basis, to the betterment of the schools
and to the students' learning.
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PRINCIPAL'S REPORT
Dr. Carl W. Wood
The enrollment for Greenland Central School
in September, 1992, was 304 students. Three
hundred, plus, students at Greenland Central
School are provided basic instruction in
sixteen regular classrooms and a modular
classroom. Three of those classrooms are
substandard in size. Simply — two sessions
(classes) of kindergarten use one room. Two
classes of all grades 1-8 utilize fifteen
classrooms and a modular.
Greenland Central School offers basic quality
education to its students. The teachers are
professional, certified, and qualified to
meet the needs of the students. They provide
much additional time for the students,
parents, and community. A review of the
honor rolls and awards at Portsmouth High
School clearly establishes the fact that
Greenland's students are prepared to do well
at Portsmouth High School.
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT :
The staff spent the previous school year
evaluating the social studies program at
Greenland Central School, which was put in
place in 19985. Many changes happened to our
world between 1985 and 1992. The committee
consisted of Nancy Emerson, Katie Hennessy,
Barbara Prien, Bette Hirtle, Lynn Deremer,
Sheila Pratt, Dan Chandler, and myself. Dan
Chandler, Greenland's representative to the
SAU 50 Social Studies Curriculum Committee,
reported, at each meeting, developments
taking place at the SAU level. Two major
publishers were asked to present. They were
Silver Burdett/Ginn, and MacMillan/McGraw
Hill. The committee voted, unanimously, for
MacMillan/McGraw Hill.
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The staff at Greenland Central School is
preparing a five-year report for the
continuance of its accreditation by the New
England Association of Schools and Colleges.
Computer education is being offered to all
students in grades K - 8. Greenland
students, due to increased instruction in the
middle school, are now exempt from taking
Basic Computer I at Portsmouth High School
during their freshman year.
Cooperation with the fire department and
police department has been excellent. Chief
Brackett organized fire demonstration
instruction for the students during Fire
Prevention Week. Chief Blanchard and Roy
Sherman are in the school. Roy Sherman
provides drug awareness instruction once a
week during the last half of the school year
for sixth grade students.
The Greenland Parent Organization, under the
tireless leadership of President Ann Mayer,
is outstanding. The GPO, with its vast
number of volunteers, provides great
financial assistance to the school. The GPO
assists teachers and students.
Two major musical concerts took place during
the year; a Christmas concert and a spring
concert. The elementary band, under the
leadership of Susan Moniz, and the vocal
program, under the leadership of Marcia
Leach, were well presented and well attended.
An art exhibit of students' work was
coordinated by art teacher, Kathy Hanson, in
conjunction with the middle school science




The Greenland Student Association, with the
guidance of Florence Hudson, presented a
talent show for the community.
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES :
The following activities continue to be
offered: soccer, field hockey, softball,
baseball, basketball, track, and intramural
grades 5-8. Dances, yearbook, and Olympics
of the Mind are also offered.
RECOGNITION :
Thank you Superintendent Durgin, Margaret
Felton, Jane Gouzoules, John Wolfe, Petty
Pinsonneault , Melanie Levering, staff members
the GPO, Junior Women's Club, the fire,
police and recreation departments, parents,
and taxpayers of Greenland — your support
never goes unnoticed. My position is made
easier because of you.
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REPORT OF PORTSMOUTH HIGH SCHOOL
David J. Matthews, Principal
Over the past year, Portsmouth High School
has been very involved in the strategic
Planning process initiated by Superintendent
of Schools, Nathan Greenberg.
A mission statement, set of beliefs, and set
of parameters (those things we won't do) were
developed. In addition, seven action teams
composed of educators and community members
(including representatives from SAU 50) were
formed. These action teams developed plans
and time lines for:
1) student outcomes






Our initial efforts at Portsmouth High School
will likely see the implementation of an
Advisor/Advisee Program. This is expected to
go into effect for the 1993- 94 school year.
We are also looking to review our schedule to
provide for larger blocks of time to allow
for more in-depth study. This will likely go
into effect in the 1994-95 school year.
Portsmouth High school was recently visited
for three days by fourteen educators from
other schools in New England to determine our
accreditation status.
I am confident we will do quite well and I
include in this report quotes from the first
draft of the visiting team's report.
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"The overall perception of the Visiting
Committee is that Portsmouth High School is
a good school, a comfortable school where
students and staff enjoy coming."
"Portsmouth High School has a well-qualified
and experienced professional staff,
extensive curricular and co-curricular
program, a facility that is clean,
attractive and spacious, and all of these
elements provide an environment which
fosters learning. In addition, the present
size of the school fosters many excellent
elements of teacher/student and student/
student interaction and cooperation."
"Portsmouth High School is a school where
faculty, staff, administration, parents and
communities, work together to provide an
atmosphere and programs designed with the
welfare and achievement of students in
mind. "
"The visiting committee was impressed with:
the proud and respectful student body
the positive and caring climate that
is evidenced
the commitment of the system to the
Strategic Planning
Initiative
the staff initiated movement to
embrace a visionary
philosophy and goals
the school's general adherence to its
stated philosophy and
goals . "
When the official report is received, copies
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REPORT OF THE GUIDANCE COUNSELOR
Melanie Levering
Greenland Central School continues to provide
many guidance services for the school and
community. Individual student counseling,
consultation with teachers and parents, and
classroom instruction on such topics as peer
pressure, is provided. Group counseling for
students whose families are going through a
divorce and children of alcoholics is
offered. In addition to counseling services,
I continue to serve as chairperson of our
Special Services Team and case manager for
all our special needs students.
For the school's open house this year, I
developed a pamphlet outlining the guidance
services provided at Greenland Central School
and compiled a Resource Guide to local parent
and child programs. Both of these pamphlets
are available to anyone in the community.
My committee work this past year has included
the SAU 50 Success-By-Six Committee. This is
part of President Bush's initiative called
AMERICA 2000- The New Hampshire School
Boards Association adopted the goal: "By the
year 2000, all children in America will start
school ready to learn." The committee is
made up of parent, teacher, nurse, counselor,
and administrative representatives from the
four towns in our SAU. The committee has
made great strides in assisting parents of
preschoolers in newsletters, calendars of
events, a resource guide, and parenting
workshops. If you would like any further
information related to the Success-By-Six
project, feel free to contact me.
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL NURSE
Maryann Misiaszek, R.N.
The 1992-93 school year is now well underway. The
annual New Hampshire Division of Public Health
Services Immunization Program Survey was completed and
filed by the November 15th deadline. All students in
the seventh grade have had their second dose of
measles vaccine and this has been recorded in their
health records.
The American Red Cross was here in November and gave a
CPR and First Aid Course to all junior high students.
We now have 92 young members of our community who are
able to assist with medical emergencies!
Height, weight, and blood pressure has been done on
all students and recorded in their health records.
Hearing and vision screening is now underway and
should be completed by the end of February. Students
in grades 6-8 will be screened for scoliosis in the
spring.
I am now in the process of trying to set up a sports
screening clinic for junior high students. This will
take place in April or May. The purpose of this
clinic will be to evaluate the student's good health,
review medical history, and find any medical problems
that might interfere with sports participation. This
screening, however, should not replace routine
physical exams from their own family physician.
I will continue to assist the teachers with their
health skills units. I am available during school
hours for any questions or concerns they might have.
If we all work together, parents, teachers, and health
care professionals, we can provide a healthy
environment where our children can maximize their
potential to learn and grow.
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GREENLAND PUPILS
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GREENLAND CENTRAL SCHOOL
Teachers & Staff - 1992-93





















Kathryn Carson, LD Resource Teacher
Kimberlee Scarponi, LD Resource Teacher
Christine Culver, Special Education Teacher
Marcia Leach, Classroom Music Teacher
Susan Moniz, Instrumental Music Teacher
Marcia Rowe, OT
Melanie Levering, Guidance Counselor, Asst. Prin.
,






Christine Blake, Kindergarten Aide
Nadine Hanna, Classroom Aide
Margaret Brooks, Chapter I










GREENLAND SCHOOL PERFECT ATTENDANCE























The figures below show the proportionate
share of the superintendent's and business
administrator's salary paid by each school
district in School Administrative Unit





















I have audited the accompanying general purpose financial
statements of the Greenland, New Hampshire, School District as of
and for the year ended June 30, 1992, as listed in the table of
contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of the
District's management. My responsibility is to express an opinion
on these financial statements based on my audit.
I conducted my audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and the additional standards and requirements for
financial and compliance audits as set forth in Standards for Audit
of Governmental Organizations, Programs, Activities and Functions.
Those standards require that I plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free
of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. I believe that my audit provides a reasonable basis
for my opinion.
In accordance with the practices followed by other municipal
entities in the State (Note I—Accounting Policies), the combined
financial statements referred to above do not include financial
statements of the General Fixed Asset Account Group, which should be
included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles.
In my opinion, except for the omission of the financial
statements described above resulting in an incomplete presentation,
the combined financial statements referred to above present fairly
the financial position of the Greenland, New Hampshire, School
District at June 30, 1992, and the results of its operations for the
year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles.
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My examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion
on the combined financial statements taken as a whole. The
accompanying supplemental combining financial statements listed in
the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional
analysis and are not a required part of the combined financial
statements of the Greenland, New Hampshire, School District. The
information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in
the examination of the basic financial statements and, in my
opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to
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GREENLAND. NKW HAHPSH51 KE. SCHOOL DISTRICT
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES















Pupils, health, and other
Instructional




Facilities acquisition and construction
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
Excess of Revenues Over (Under)
Expenditures
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)
Operating Transfers In
Operating Transfers Out
Excess of Revenues and Other Financing
Sources Over (Under) Expenditures
and Other Uses
FUND BALANCE - July 1, 1991
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Due from other governments
Inventories
TOTAL ASSETS $ -0-




LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE
Liabilities
Accounts payable








TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE $ -0-









THE ACCOMPANYING NOTES ARE AN INTEGRAL PART OF THESE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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GREENLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE, SCHOOL DISTRICT
COMBINING STATEMENT OF REVENUES. EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
ALL SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1992
Intergovernmental



























EXCESS OF REVENUE OVER (UNDER)
EXPENDITURES (13,760) (650) (14,410)
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)
Operating transfer in 13,747 400 14,147
EXCESS OF REVENUE AND OTHER SOURCES
OVER (UNDER) EXPENDITURES
AND OTHER USES
FUND BALANCE - July 1, 1991










THE ACCOMPANYING NOTES ARE AN INTEGRAL PART OF THESE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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ASSET TITLE HOLDING INC
ASSET TITLE HOLDING INC
ASSET TITLE HOLDING INC
ASSET TITLE HOLDING INC
ASSET TITLE HOLDING INC
ASSET TITLE HOLDING INC
ASSET TITLE HOLDING INC
ASSET TITLE HOLDING INC


























BAY COLONY REALTY ASSOCIATES
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ANNUAL OWNER LISTING PAGE
OWNER'S NAME MAP LOT PLOT TOTAL VALUE
BELCHER BETTY HORTON OOOOR 0007 0031 383,700
aELL DAVID OOOOU 0009 0035A 149,600
BELL JEfFERy T OOOOR 0010 0027 36,300
BELL WALTER W JR
BELLANTONE ROUZN W 8888^ 888^ 88^^
31,200
42,900
BEMIS DENNIS C OOOOR 0010 0001B 159,700
BENNETT CATHERINE A OOOOU 0009 0040 93,100
BENNETT EVERETT W JR
BENNETT EVERETT W JR 8888iJ 8881 m'7 ni'M
BENNETT IRENE OOOOU 0006 0066 164,300
BERG WALLACE S OOOOR 0003 0006 326,700
BERRY BRIAN K
BETTENCOURT KEVIN S 8888g mi 0808D 70,900221,500
BIANCONI MICHAEL J OOOOR 0011 0047 251,100





BLACK DAVID R OOOOR 0011 0048 81,500
BLACK FRANCES OOOOR 0020 0009 600
dLAKENEY MARGARET £ OOOOU 0002 0024 113,900
BLOOM ROBERT A OOOOR 0005 0016 159,600
BOARDMAN HARLAND L OOOOU 0006 0033 124,100
BOHNE RUDOLPH 5 JR OOOOR 0010 0019 118,400
BOISVERT NORMAND G mK 881? 0047 70,000BOOKER DOROTHY S 0001 131,500
BOOKER DOROTHY S OOOOR 0021 0003 5,500
BOOTH ALBERT E OOOOR 0012 0026B 60,900
191,300BORZA DEBORAH N TRUSTEE OQOQR
OOOOR 8885^
0Q02Q
0015DOSSIE ROBERT J 204,900
B03SIE ROBERT J OOOOU 0001 0067A 95,400
BOSTON & MAINE CORP OOOOR 0001 0001 7,100
BOSTON & MAINE CORP
BOSTON S MAINE CORP
OQOQR
OOOOR 888] mv 70033,300
BOSTON & MAINE CORP OOOOR 0001 0011A 13,400
BOSTON S, MAINE CORP OOOOR 0001 0011B
0017
11,600
BOSTON S, MAINE CORP OOOOR 0007 8,500
BOSTON & MAINE CORP OOOOR 0012 0034 15,600
BOSTON & MAINE CORP OOOOR 0012 0034A 7,200
BOSTON i MAINE CORP OOOOR 0013 0004 45,700
BOSTON & MAINE CORP OOOOR 0016 0001 16,400
BOSTON S MAINE CORP OOOOR 0016 0001A 36,900
BOSTON & MAINE CORP OOOOR 0016 0016 13,800
BOSTON & MAINE CORP OOOOR 0021 0002 44,100
BOSTON & MAINE CORP
BOSTON & MAINE CORP 8888^ 8811 88^? 'I;?88
BOUCHER LOR^A G OOOOR 0022 0018 140,100




BOURASSA FREDERICK H 8888r« 88]^ 88ai 14^900
BOURASSA FREDERICK H JR OOOOR 0012 0031 236,300





BOVE SUZANNE OOOOR 0012 0023D 251,500
BOWIE EDITH L OOOOR 0021 0066 134,900
BOYNTON DOROTHY C OOOOU
OOOOU 888f
0037 166,000
BRACKETT A DUNCAN 0050 163,600
BRACKETT ANTHONY R OOOOR 0012 0026 189,000
BRACKETT ANTHONY R OOOOR 0012 0026A , ^VBRACKETT ANTHONY R
8888g 88] 1
0026F 2,525
BRACKETT DAVID H 0020 269,300
BRACKETT JOHN R JR OOOOR 0012 0017 176,500
BRACKETT JOHN R JR OOOOR 0012
0012
0018 199,986
BRACKETT JOHN R JR OOOOR 0018A 205,700
BRACKETT JOHN R JR OOOOR 0012 001 8B 224,500
BRACKETT JOHN i< JR OOOOR 0012 0018C 1,010
BRACKETT JOHN R JR OOOOR 0012 001 8D 139
BRACKETT JOHN R JR
BRACKETT JOHN R JR 8888r« 881^
0021
OO2IA Hl:188
BRACKETT JOHN R SR OOOOR 0011 0015 1,616
BRACKETT JOHN R SR OOOOR 0012 00348 1,212
BRACKETT JOHN R SR
BRACKETT THOMAS J & ALISON R mr. mi 0014 ^rB7l:UI
BRADLEY PARTNERSHIP THE OOOOR 0003 0015 3,284
BRADLEY PARTNERSHIP THE OOOOR 0003 0015A 200













6RAN0E5 WERNER L F C
BRAYTON BEVERLY A





















































































































































































































































































CASWELL i>ANA F S, DEMISE A




























COASTAL CONCRETE CO INC












COMMONWEALTH MORTGAGE CO INC
COMPAGNA R03ERT
CONLEY MEDFORD E

































































































































































































































DONOVAN PAUL A 3, PETER























ANNUAL OWNER LISTING PAGE
MAP LOT PLOT TOTAL VALUE
OOOOR 0001 0004A 165/'400
OOOOR 0001 0004D 165/'400
OOOOU 0004 0010 133..500
OOOOR
OOOOU 0001 XI us'aoo
OOOOU 0004 0014 171,100





OOOOU 0004 00140 203/400
OOOOR 0007 0030 284,500









OOOOR 0013 0034D 119/.600
OOOOU 0009 0073 141,2 00
OOOOU 0009 0059 101,900
129,200OOOOR 0021 001 OB
OOOOU 0006 0009 175,000
OOOOU 0009 0009 121,300
OOOOR 0011 0031
)§?;?8?OOOOR 0012 0022
OOOOR 0012 0024 465





OOOOU 0004 0004 108,400
OOOOR
OOOOR m 0005 192,3000028 118,200
OOOOR 0007 0020 148,800





















OOOOR 0007 0039 214,000
OOOOR 0011 0014D 236,000
OOOOU 0007 0032 148,700
OOOOR 0021 0029 99,200
OOOOR 0014 0002A 314,100
OOOOU 0006 0023 118,200
OOOOU 0006 0034 113,500
OOOOR 0020 0006A 3,741,300
E A OOOOR 0007 0058 87,400
A OOOOU 0006 0037 144,100
OOOOR 0007 0047 231,700
OOOOR
OOOOR
0007 m 110,3000007 173,100
OOOOR 0007 0023 113,000
OOOOR 0020 0028 88,400
OOOOR 0020 0029
li;^88OOOOU 0009 0020
OOOOR 0005 0020 159,000
8888§ m^ 881?^ 118,200229,800
OOOOR 0017 0053 251,500
OOOOR 0012 0005 195,300
OOOOR 0010 0003 151,500
OOOOR
OOOOR mi mv 162,700216,200
OOOOR 0007 0057 87,400







OOOOU 0001 00678 237,400
OOOOR 0021 0021 166,700
OOOOR 0007 0002E 87,400
119
GREENLAND, NH
ANNUAL OWNER LISTING PAGE
OWNER'S NAME HAP LOT PLOT TOTAL VALUE
EATON FLORENCE LOUISE OOOOU 0001 0001 137,100
EAU POWER CORP OOOOP 0000 0004C 10,400




EISFELLER RICHARD C 88o8r 88?^
ELLEFSON THOR NELSON OOOOR 0013 0041 491,600
ELLIS JUDITH A OOOOR 0007 0026 1 32,100
EMERY FRAN< M
EMERY FRANK H mr. 88li 888? 475,9002,712
EMERY FRANK N JR OOOOR 0022 0002 86,600








109,900ESTERLINE CHARLES OOOOU 0006




209,127EVES ALAN P 0022
FAUBRICATORE ROBERT OOOOR 0013 0033H 136,800
FA3ISAK THOMAS R OOOOR 0021 0010N 105,300
FALL CHARLES H OOOOR 0002 0005 7,575
FALL CHARLES H OOOOR 0003 0001 894
FALL CHARLES H OOOOR 0006 0003 239,203
FALL CHARLES H OOOOR 0006 0014 1,300
FAN SHAO-JU OOOOU 0008 0033 186,400
FARNSUORTH BEVERLY OOOOR 0017 0009A 49,700
FARN3W0RTH uLENNA A OOOOR 0022 0028 190,400





FARR GERALD A 88885 8833F
FAY ANDREW F OOOOR 0017 0013B 202,000
FAY ANDREW F OOOOR 0018 0013 382,000
FEDtLI CHARLES
FEDERAL HOME LOAN MORT CORP 8888r" mi 88J2 143,300254,400
FEENEY MATTHEW H OOOOU 0001 0025 153,400
FELICE RICKY L OOOOR 0007 Q002H
0008 ^rzMFELLOWS WILLIAM A
8888^FELTON MARGARET B 0023E 264,100
FEMINIST HEALTH CENTER OOOOU 0005 0012 248,800








FEKNALD WALTER B 184,100
FERRELLI ANTHONY OOOOU 0005 0025 79,900
FERRELLI PEARL OOOOU 0008 0020 139,000
FERRIS RICHARD A
FIELDSEND HENRY R 88888 881^
0066
0023 m:m
FILLMORE EDWARD H OOOOU 0007 0010 266,000
FINANCIAL INVESTMENT CORP OOOOU 0006 0065 1,157,900
FINN RICHARD £ OOOOU
8§?J
0022
zii-mFIRST NATIONAL BANK OF OOOOR 0063
FITZGERALD LEONARD P OOOOU 0006 0055 134,600
FITZGERALD THEODORE L OOOOR 0012 0032 32,900
56,500FITZGERALD THEODORE L OQQQR
OOOOU m 88?2=FITZGERALD THEODORE R 130,700
FLANDERS MARJORIE E OOOOU 0006 0044 85,400






189,600FLEMING ROBERT P JR 0008
FLETCHER JONATHAN OOOOR 0012 0035 205,800
FLETCHER MODDY R
FLYNN MARGARET A OOOOR 88Jf 88?? ltL'^388
FOLEY EVELYN D OOOOR 0003 00010 171,900
FORTIN JOHN J JR OOOOR 0013 0003 258,300
FOSS CLIFTON R
FOX LAURA L 8883S 88H 8811 mm
FRANZOSO COLLEEN R OOOOR 0007 0008P 136,400
FREDDETTE DONALD A OOOOR 0011 0018 118,500
FREEMAN SANDRA J OOOOU 0009 0042 99,100
FRENCH JUDINE V
FRENCH PETER 3 88888 88IJ 8828'
105,300
167,600
FRISBEE ARTHUR W OOOOR 0017 0013A 248,700
FUCCI RICARDO J OOOOR 0007 0010m 145,300FULLAM JOHN 3 JRFUNK ERIK 88888 88)! 141,900148,200
GAGE FRANCIS A OOOOU 0006 0053 132,100
GAGE FRANCIS A OOOOU 0006 0067 357,600












































GLOOR EVELYN S TRUSTEE
GOADE FRANK F
GOiiBI JOSEPH R JR
GOEOOEKE JANET L
GOLLER DOROTHY M









GOWEN G EDWARD i THOMAS C
GOWEN ij EDWARD & THOMAS C
GOWEN G EDWARD JR






























































































































































































































































ANNUAL OWNER LISTING PAGE
OWNER'S NAME


















HART RODERT C JR

























































HAP LOT PLOT TOTAL VALUE
OOOOR 0016 0029 158,700
UOOOR 0021 0044 1,981,700







OOOOR 002' 0044D 126,800
OOOOR 0020 0055 83,800
OOOOU 0009 0049
nv.rnOOOOR 0005 0018
OOOOU 0005 0014 162,100
OOOOR 0017 0027 222,700
OOOOR
OOOOR 8818 88?a 478^400
OOOOU 0005 0024 196,700
OOOOR 0017 0049 197,000
OOOOR mi 88^1 Ilt;l88
OOOOR 0007 0061 87,400





OOOOR 0013 0055 428,900
OOOOR 0017 0028 269,100
CORP OOOOR 0009 0008 189,100
CORP OOOOR 0009 0008A 72,200
CORP OOOOR 0009 0003B 20,200
CORP OOOOR 0009 0008C 20,000




888^CORP OOOOR 0008F 26,400
CORP OOOOR 0009 0008G 26,000
CORP OOOOR 0009 0008H 27,200
CORP OOOOR 0009 0008J 37,100
CORP OOOOR 0009 0008K 36,500




CORP OOOOR 0009 0008P 19,900
CORP OOOOR 0009 oooaa 19,800
CORP OOOOR 0017 0052 64,400
OOOOR 0017 0031 236,000
OOOOU 0001 0028 171,200
OOOOR 0021 0035 160,700
120,400Voi 0002 0011^ 0011 0054 98,100
OOOOR 0007 0005 153,900
OOOOR 0010 0027K 124,100





OOOOR 0017 0012 137,600
OOOOR 0017 0008 131,500
OOOOR 0017 0009 153,600
OOOOU 0006 0056 119,100
OOOOU 0006 0068 117,400
8888^ 88i8 m^ n-.m
OOOOU 0004 0033 110,500







OOOOU 0006 0026 157,700
OOOOR 0003 0007 148,900
87,400OOOOR 0007 0002f
OOOOR 0013 0021 4,900
OOOOU 0003 0016 257,600
OOOOR 0021 0038 103,700
OOOOR 0013 0015 229,900
OOOOU 0001 0041 3,100
OOOOR 0014 0019 305,500
OOOOU 0007 0026 125,400
8888"r 88?i 88^; niM
OOOOR 0013 0059 57,600
OOOOR 0002 0008 207,500






HOLDING JOHM E 9Q995
HOLLETT JOHN A R^QS,''
HOME AND OFFICE MANTENANCE SSSS^
HOME GAS CORP OF NH INC ORSS'*
HOME TRUST REALTY TRUST OOOOR
HOONHOUT SHIRLEY G SS9S?
{{E^iSSU 'iWd ^F . MARY C 8888g
HOVtY OONALi W OOOOR
HOWE DARiJARA B Q9SR?
HUJERT WILFRED 9899S
HUCKLLBERRY WOODLANDS INC 99QRK
HUDSON LIGHT/POWER CO OOOOP
HUuHES ANNA EST OF OOOOR
HUGHES ROSAMOND 9R8Rg
HUGHES ROSAMOND C OOOOR
HUoHES ROSAMOND C 99995
HUGHES ROSAMOND C 9999*^
HUMPHREY ULAICESLEE H TRUSTEE RRRR,'*
HUNKINS ANGUS V JR^.,^ .„ RRRRH,HUNKINS ANGUS VINCENT JR OOOOU
HUNTLEY STANLEY V ^9,9^^fi
HURD MILDRED 9999H




HUSSEY RICHARD D 9999**
HUSTON JOHN R 99995
HYATT JAMES P OOOOR
HYLDtiURG JOSEPH A RRRR,'^HYZER EARL T 9999^
lANNETTI ALFRED T 9999"
IKAWA WARRE.'^ H RRRR^IMINSKI CHA.^LES J RRRRg
IRELAND CHARLES E SR 9999"^
IRELAND DOUGLAS J OOOOR
IRELAND FRA^JK '^^9,9,^,
IRELAND FRANK N RRRR9
J a TWO TRUST OOOOR
J ti TWO TRUST 9O9O'*
J a TWO TRUST R9RR5
J 3 TWO TRUST OOOOR
JACKSON N AfJTHONY OOOOU
JACOBS ELZIE 9999"
JALBERT ANTHONY J RRRR5JANEZIC MARK A OOOOR
JARVIS HARRY P 99"9'*
JENNESS CHRISTOPHER I OOUOR
JERALDS WILLIAM J R9995
JETTE CECILE OOOOR
JOHNDRO HARRY ROSS OOOOU
JOHNSON ALBERT C OOOOR
JOHNSON ALLAN W 9999"
JOHNSON BARRY T 9999SJOHNSON HOWARD D OOOOR
JOHNSON MADELINE ^999"
JOHNSON PATRICIA 9999S
JOHNSON PAUL A 9999S
JONES BRADLEY R 99^0''
JONES BRADLEY R OOOUR
JONG TERRY D ^^9.9fiJORGENSON WILLIAM OOOOR
JOSEPH G ROBERT 0099'^
KAREL RICHARD A 99^9''
KARNACEWICZ MICHAEL A 9999"
KEENAN CHRISTOPHER W 9999H
KENDALL GREGORY C OOOOU
KERN JOHN J 9999"
KERSEY JOHN V 9999S
KIMBALL CHASE REALTY INC 9999S
KING THOMAS V OOOOR
KNOWLTON HAL F OOOOR
KOCH PAUL L 9999"















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MCCARTHY A C JR & MCCARTHY E A

































MILLET JOHN F JR





































































































































































































































































NEW HAMPSHIRE ELECTRIC COOP
NEW HAMPSHIRE FISH i GAME
NEW HAMPSHIRE FISH & GAME
NEW HAMPSHIRE FISH & GAME
NEW HAMPSHIRE FISH i GAME
NEW HAMPSHIRE WATERFOWL ASSOC





















































































































































































































































NH SAVINGS 3ANK 9999S
NH SAVINGS BANK 0099'*
NH SAVINGS 3ANIC 9999'*
NICHOLS NORWAN 99995
NIKE INC OOOOR
NITKOUSKI FRANK P OOOOU
NOdLE-NEAL JEAN 99995
ro^^H^E^S^flLITIES INC W
NOURSE MELVIN EST OF OOOOR
NOVEL IRON WORKS INC. 9999''
NOVELETSKY RALPH RR98,1
NOYES ALVIN H 9999^
O'jRIEN A CRAIG OOOOR
O'JRIEN KEVIN J OOOOR
Q-BRIEN KEVIN J RR8RS
0' tlRlEN PETER t1 9999^.
O'CONNOR MICHAEL N OOOOU
O'NEIL KELLY A OOOOR
OCEAN ROAD DEVELOPMENT CORP 99995
ODIORNE OVIDA 99995
06DEN LESLEY 09°9''
OLIVER JOHN R 9999^
OLMSTEAD DANIEL L 9999^
OLSON JOHN C 9999HONDERDONK UILSUR H OOOOU
OSTROMECKY STANLEY F 9999H
OSTROMECKY STANLEY F & IRMA H 9999H
OUELETTE GERARD S 99R9H
PACE BRANDT P 9999"
PACE R03ERT E OOOOU
PAGE HELEN 9999^
PAGE LILLIA!^ A 9999**
PALACIO DLSRA K 9999"
PALMER GLEN R OOOOR
PAOLINI DAVID 99995
PAOLINI R03ERT V 99995
PARADIS PETER 0999"*
PARKER HERMAN U 99995
PARKER HERMAN W 99995
PARKER ROBERT OOOOR
PARKS RICHARD D 9999"
PARLATO NICHOLAS J 9R9Rf^
PARSONS ROBERT F 9RR9H
PATAT CARROLL A OOOOU
PATAT KEVIN M 9999"
PATTEN JOHN i, MARILYN OOOOU
PATTERSON FRANK 99995
PATTERSON FRANK OOOOR
PAUKERT MARIA CELIA GATICALES OOOOU
PAUL ROBERT T Q9995
PAUL WALTER C 9999^
PEA800Y CHARLES U 9999"
PEACOCK BARRY N OOOOU
PEARL DONALD R SR9R5
PEARSON PEHR ALBERT 9999,5
PECKHAM STEVEN R 9999"
PELLETIER DENNIS S OOOOR
PERHAM JOHN R9995
PERHAH JOHN E RRRRgPERKINS RODNEY W O^SQ"
PERKINS RODNEY W TRUSTEE OOOOR
PERRiCCIO DENNIS J 9999^
PERRY BRUCE H 99995
PERRY SCOTT 9999"
PETERSON R03ERT E OOOOR
PHAIR TERRY R 999R5
PHAIR TERRY R 99995
PHILBRICK BETTY L OOOOR
PHILBRICK BEVERLY 99995
PHILBRICK GRACE 99995
PHILBRICK LORI MAY 99R95PHILBRICK SHERMAN WALDO OOOOR
PICHA DAVID G OOOOU
PINNEY RICHARD 3 99995
PIPER HAROLD A OOOOR
OWNER LISTING PAGE 1






















































































OWNER'S NAME MAP LOT PLOT
PISCATAQUA FISH & GAME CLUB OOOOR 0009 0004
PLAISTEO KERRY P OOOOU 0005 0016
PLUMHCR DANIEL L OOOOR 0018 0027
POKORNY ROBERT E OOOOR
88] t
0013
POLLARD FLORENCE E OOOOR
POPE SCOTT H OOOOR 0013
PORTER JAMES F OOOOR 0014 0007
PORTER JAI1E3 F
PORTSMOUTH CITY OF 8888^ 888^ 88^1
PORTSMOUTH CITY OF OOOOU 0002 0002
PORTSMOUTH COUNTRY CLUB OOOOR 0021 0015
PORTSMOUTH SAVINGS BANK OOOOR 0021 0050
POWER PAUL G OOOOR 0022 0017
PRATT DENNIS W OOOOR 0022 0021
PRESTON LUTHER M OOOOR 0006 0007
PRICE KENNETH W
PROVOST bRIAN J 8888^ 888? m^
PUdLIC SERVICE CO OF N H OOOOP 0000 00041
PUJLIC SERVICE CO OF NH OOOOR 0020 0003
PUiiLIC SERVICE CO OF NH
88885 8811
0042
PUtiLIC SERVICE CO OF NH 0052
PUJLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF OOOOP 0000 0001
RAFFERTY RICHARD A OOOOU 0003 0025
RAITTO MICHAEL OOOOR 0011 0051
0034RAIZES ANTHONY C OOOOR 0007
RAMOS JOSE A OOOOR 0017 0010
RAMSAY DOUGLAS 8 OOOOR 0010 0027B





READ RICHARD H 0037
REARDON ROBERT K OOOOU 0001 0020
REEVES DONALD E OOOOR 0022 0012
REGAN MICHAEL J
REGAN U FRANCIS 88885
QQ06
0009 mi'
REILLY THOMAS OOOOR 0014 0029
REMICK GEORGE OOOOR 0010 0Q29
0002RESOLUTION TRUST CORP
88885 8882RICCI ROBERT A 0006
RICHARDS DAVID L OOOOU 0009 0008
RICHARDS FRANK f OOOOR 0013
0012
0011
0015RICKER RONALD C OOOOR
RIDLON STANLEY OOOOU 0006 0041
RIOUX ARHAND L OOOOR 0016 0021
RIPLEY RONALD E OOOOR 0020 0033
RIPLEY RONALD E OOOOR
OOOOR 8818 miRIPLEY RONALD E
RIVAIS JAMES E OOOOU 0006 0063
R03ERGE ROBERT S OOOOU 0001 0049
ROBERTS eAR3ARA M
ROBERTS DAVID W JR 88885 m] T3I
ROBERTS WILLIAM J OOOOU 0001 0052
ROBERTSON PAUL H OOOOU 0001 0002
ROBINSON EVA ESTATE OF
ROBINSON PATRICIA A T 8888g 883? mi
ROCKEFELLER DALE C OOOOR 0018 0019
RODNEY REALTY TRUST OOOOU 0001 0067
RODNEY REALTY TRUST
8888« 8881 881^RODNEY REALTY TRUST
ROGERS WINIFRED J OOOOR 0010 0043





ROLSTON JAMES G OOOOR 0013 0030
ROLSTON JAMES G mr. 8811 88ii*RONDEAU DENIS A
ROSS CAROLE K OOOOR 0022 0005
ROSS STANLEY C JR OOOOU 0009 0023
ROUMBANIS BARBARA A OOOOR 0017 0040
ROWE PHILIP H OOOOR 0010
OOIO
0050
ROWE WILLIAM W OOOOR 0014
ROWE WILLIAM W OOOOR 0010 0024
ROWE WILLIAIi W 0034
ROWE WILLIAM W
ROWE WILLIAM W 8800R 8018 9fi350036
ROWE WILLIAM W OOOOR 0017 0001
ROY EUGENE L OOOOR 0011 0025















































































ANNUAL OWNER LISTING PAGE 1
OWMER'i NAME MAP LOT PLOT TOTAL VALUE
RU3S JUN R oooou 0002 0023 115#100
RUSSELL ANNA S TRUSTEE OOOOR 0002 0002 13<'13G
RUSSELL KENNETH OOOOU 0009 0017 96/'600
S i S ESTATE PARTNERSHIP
SAAD FERRIS m'o 8851 Q052001 55'7QQ285^400
SACRAMONE A JOHN oooou 0002 000 184/400
SAIDLA G WHITNEY OOOOR 0013 0034E 2 00
SAIDLA G WHITNEY QOOOR
OOUOR §811
00346 982
^AIOLA G WHITNEY 0034H 645
SALZER GEORGE W I][ OOOOU 0007 0003 186/400
SANBORN ARNOLD C OOOOU 0006 0011 145/200
sanborn henry h
sa;40orn hensy h 8888ii 888^ 8881 'n:m
SANDERSON CAiiOL A OOOOR 0017 0026 225/800






OOOOR 881? mi. d'Ml
SANDERSON JARIB H JR OOOOR 0018 0016 85/400




JR OOOOR 8811 88iS ^M
SANDERSON JARIB H JR OOOOR 0018 0031 3/600




JR 88881] 888i 88^^ 'ikm
SANDERSON JARIB M JR OOOOU 0003 0028 46/100
SANDERSON JARIB M JR OOOOU 0008 0029 48/200
SANDERSON PAUL G TRUSTEE
SANDFORD THOMAS J 0(5oou 8881 881t m:m
SARGENT JOHN N JR OOOOU 0004 0016 80/200
SARGENT PETER G OOOOU 0001 0013 149/300
SAUNDERS GEORGE C
SCAMMAN KARL H OOOOR 88^1 88?aH m:m
SCARPONI CALVIN D OOOOR 0022 0010 98/800
SCHERER FRANCIS G OOOOU 0006 0036 130/800
SCHLADENHUFFEN CHARLES D
SCHLIEPER MARK D 8888[j 888t mi m;m
SCHOFF PORTER J OOOOR 0010 0037 169/900




88^; "tm3C0FIELD NANCY E 0013
SCOFIELD NANCY E OOOOR 0013 00338 84/000
SCOFIELD NANCY £ OOOOR 0013 0033C 84/000
SCOFIELD NANCY E QQOOR
OOOOR 8811 8811? I1;I88SCOFIELD NANCY E
SCOFIELD NANCY E OOOOR 0013 0033S 126/200
SCOFIELD NANCY E OOOOR 0013 0033J 153/600
SCOPPA ANDREW C
SEACOAST MENTAL HEALTH OOOOR 88J? 88^t* mm
SEAVEY JOHN A OOOOR 0007 0012 121/500




OOOOU 8885 mi m',m
SEWALL ELMER F OOOOR 0007 0019 128/154




OOOOR 888^ 88«a "1;I88
SEWALL ELMER M OOOOR 0001 0010A 300
SEWALL ELMER M OOOOR 000- 001 08 300
SEWALL ELMER H
SEWALL ELMER M 8888^ 888^ 8818^D 188
SEWALL ELMER M OOOOR 0001 0010E 400
SEWALL ELMER M OOOOR
88S1 88181 mSEWALL ELMER M OOOOR
SEWALL ELMER M OOOOR 0001 0013 221/516
SHAPIRO DANN L OOOOU 0001 0037 200/100




151/400SHINE ARTHUR J OOOOU
SHOVAN ELLSWORTH OOOOR 0021 0012 152/100
SHULTI BLAINE R OOOOR 0016 0023 121/600
SHULTZ BLAINE R
SHJPE WILLIAM A 888811 888^ 88^^ ,lf;?88
SICARD LEON OOOOR 0003 00108 115/700
SICARD LEON OOOOR 0003 ooioc
0010A
115/700
























SMITH KENNETH D JR
SMITH L MARC











SPRUCE TREE REAL ESTATE CORP
SPRUCE TREE REAL ESTATE CORP






STAPLES JOHfJ M & ALVEY U












STOLTZ DAVID J SR
STOWE SANDRA G
STREBEL JOHN A

























































































































































































TES REAL ESTATE PARTNERSHIP
TESSIER PAUL A
TESSIER RICHARD P
TESSIER RICHARD P SR










TILOEN RAYMOND C JR
TOdEY ROBERT
TOdEY THORNTON TRUSTEE




































































































































































































































































































































































USA PEASE AIR FORCE BASE
USA PEASE AIR FORCE BASE
VACCARO JACQUELINE E
VALZANIA ANGELO


















WEEKS U RICHARD JR
WEEKS W RICHARD JR




















WILSON SHIRLEY S TRUSTEE
WINCHELL LISA A
WING TROY R
WINNICUT PROPERTIES REALTY TRS
WINNICUT PROPERTIES RLTV TRST
WISEMAN PAUL W
WOHLuETHAN RICHARD P
WOLF JOHN J JR
WOLF TENA L
WOLFE JOHN D
WOLFE JOHN D JR
WOOD DAVID E
WOOD LARRY A
WOODCOCK HERBERT A JR
WOODHOUSE STEPHEN T
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ANNUAL OWNER LISTINti PAGE 19
OWNER'S NAME MAP
WROBLEWSKI SIGNUNO OOOOU
YERGEAU JOSEPH R OOOOU
YOUNG KENNETH C JR OOOOR
YOUNG MALCOLM QOQOR
YOUNG hen's christian ASSOC OOOOR
YU LINDA OOOOR
ZAVAOA RAYMOND OOOOU
ZECHEL W DUUJLAS QQOOU
ilTOMER ELAINE ANN OOOOR
ZOFFOLI RUDOLPH R OOOOU
ZUdA ANDREW S OOOOU
ZWOLINSKI BERNARD S OOOOR
REPORT TOTALS: 1*380 F
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